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a supervision of conadwick, before Jan. 1st.
hich was two and a half
was boarded in, shingled
irded, a spur track having
by the B. & A. R. R. which
,d the work of handling the
ms quantity of lumber used in
onstruction of the building, as
. as the building was closed in,
, work on the interior was begun
hich has rapidly gone on through
ihe passing months and today the
, j Houlton Grange Mill is completed, and
Ae. ready for business, a mill that has no
,reat equal in the state of Maine, fully equip.y out, ped with new and modern machinery
mbscrib- both for grinding feed and for making
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over but Fritz had hauled out and 1
guess they never did catch up with
him. After losing the woods it broke
| The needs of an expert accountant
him for good.
in Houlton and vicinity have been very
This is a short history of my travels
apparent during the past year, by the
and there are a thousand and one
demands of the Government, for re
things to tell which I know you v.ou.M
ports of persons with an income of
like to hear hut which I will toll you
more than $2000 and while this work
later.
has been done to a greater or less ex
I got through without a scratch and
tent by the legal fraternity, yet it is
have been under all kinds of lire, ma
The Bangor News has the following not exactly in their line, and already
chine guns are the worst I think. It
there is in the northern part of the
of interest to Houlton people.
is a mighty unpleasant feeling to hear
Representative-elect C h a r l e s I* county a firm devoting its time to this
a bullet slip bv faster than you can
Barnes of Houlton was in Bangor Sun- work, and is having hard work to fill
think. I have had lots of company
its orders.
day on his way Augusta,
through it all until just lately in the
K
rom
Mr. Fred Shean who for the past 10
j Mr. Barnes is the eastern Maine
shape of cooties. The blamed things
years has been in the IJ. S. Customs Robinson M. Hunter
entry for the speakership am it is
posted us night and day and the only
32o Machine Gun Batt
predicted will make ’em all go some. Dept., has for the past few years been
way to got rid of thoni was a now out
/llowed by Aroostook flour.
Company .
devoting his spare time in the study
fit whi; h wo tiayo now.
ne mill has
As has been mentioned the new mill He has the solid Aroostook delega
of accounting, having his diploma from ' *S:- Division
Tin- (iii,*.-1io:i now on everybody's
,/s.
is 150x50 ft two and a half stories tion of eleven behind him for a start
a reliable school, and will this month American Expeditionary I- on es
i:;>s
is when wo are going homo. Ail
high with an eight foot basement un- er, anyway.
Kiviria la Fori ■es, France
i l , just 13 months
Mr. Barnes has been around some, take1 the State examination for a certi
\
*
.
•
oan
do is to wait patiently.
i der the entire building all of which is
Nov. 28. 1918.
/trad was broken and
and is known all over Maine.
He fied accountant. Mr. Slman ha-, since
Well I think i have written enough
Dear
Broth*
*
:earnest, the new and j supported by heavy concrete p,ers’ starter in to be a lawyer by reading he was a boy been interested in this
for this time, write often and remer.i^rist mill erected by the making it absolutely strong enough law with Judge Symonds in Portlano, work, and during the past year has I Will write you a good letter today
i->-r me to Bessie.
ange on Bangor St„ was for the enormous weight occassioned ; bung out b{K shingle in Norway, Ox made out numberless reports for in 'as I have a day off. I suppose you an*
hove to all. your Brotheis Robinson.
come taxes, besides having installed |killing the fat tod goose for dinner to
...'I......— ~ 1
........ 1—
■
-L—— I—:—.— --------- ford <*oiinty and served two terms as
We will
new methods of bookkeeping for many morrow, about this time.
county attorney
From
have
something
extra,
also
a
holiday.
linns
in
the
St.
John
river
valley,
all
When Hon Warren C. Philbrook,
i vt. Robinson M. Hunter
1 am well and have* only had a slight
now justice of the supreme judicial of whom an* much pleased with his
Machine Gun Batt.
|cold so far this fall.
work.
court, was elected attorney general
‘Somov, bore in France."
]
got
a
couple
of
letters
from
you
in
Mr. Shean was in town Friday and
of the slate, he immediately named
Nov. 3rd. 19i"
tin*
past
two
weeks,
also
the
TIMES
Mr. Barnes as assistant attorney gen informed a TI.MKS representative that
Dear Pa and Sadie:and
other
papers.
I
suppose
Alston
eral. Mr. Philbrook had been assist soon he would sever his connec
W'oll [ guess you will think 1 have
and the rest of the boys are hone* or
ant attorney general for four years tion with the Customs Dept, ami defoi-gotton
you it has been so long
! will be soon. Those follows art* blamand in that time had had opportunity vole his entire time to his new voca i
since
1
have
written you. hut I have
j ed lucky back there.
We have no
to acquaint himself with Barnes' tion. He already has about a month’s
hardiy
had
a
chance to write, most of
qualifications. Barne1* went out of of work in and about Fort Kent, and will 'propsects of sailing soon just now
the time lately wo have been where
hear
a
lot
of
dope
you
know.
fice with the Democratic upheaval in then move to Houlton to reside, mak
we ‘•ouldn’t got mail out. I have got
ing his business headquarters in this I The censorship has been lifted and
1910.
several letters from you since I wrot«
|I
am
going
to
tell
something
about
He did not return to Norway, hut town.
j where I am and have been. Thought last and they have been very w» 1SAVE
came hack to the old home town and
The Red Cross dance and supper perhaps you would like to hear. We come.
formed a partnership with Hon. Ira
Well 1 have seen war in earnest
given through the generosity of Hcul- j are now in Riviria-la-Forces, a little
G. Hersey.
Since Mr. Hersey has
lately,
what we have been to before
tin Lodge of Elks at the their home on |town about 25 miles north of Dyon
r — dy to begin the making of flour by the large quantity of grain and feed been In congress, Mr. Barnes has been
was a picnic compared to this front,
Friday
evening,
netted
the
local
chap
land
175
miles
east
of
Paris.
carried in stock.
team wheat grown lu Aroostook.
in business alone .
ter about $1.50.
We came out of the line on the we have just left, we ai’e due for a
Every part of the work has been
F or a long time previous to this
Mr. Barnes was appointed county
The
annual
Parish
Meeting
of
the
night
of Oct. 31, and have been travel- good rest now and are on our way
data the trustees and purchasing agent done with the view of making it JU ST food administrator last February and
It is the talk
Cong’l
Church
occurrs
on
Thursday
j
jng
by
truck and marching until we back to a rest camp.
o f Houlton Orange realized the great RIGHT, the plans of the mill were has devoted his best energies to the
now
we
will
never
see
the
lines again
evening. The women of the Parish j got here a week ago tonight. We are
Importance of a larger and better mill, supplied by the Anglo-American Mill $1 a year job and succeeded, among
as
it
looks
favorable
for
peace
just
will serve a Parish supper at 15c. All j training the same as at Camp Gordon
an they had early outgrown the one Co. of Owensburg, Ky,, who also are other things, in bringing about the
now. I hope it is so because it is no
the
members
of
the
congregation
are
and
waiting
further
orders.
of
the
“American- production of 300,000 bushels of wheat
erected, which at that time seemed manufacturers
cordially invited.
We left Camp Upton on the morning fun up there and hard work. I was
amply large for their needs, but as Marvel M ill” with which the mill is in Aroostook without distruhing the
of
April 24, and were loaded on the and am yet with the Battalion Head
Ensign
Harris
McIntyre,
U.
S.
N.
tftalr patrons be g an , to see the advis- equipped, every available foot of space staple crop.
transports
at Hoboken the same day quarters as a messenger at d it is a
R.
who
bus
been
on
the
U.
S.
3.
Ne
aMlKy Of
their own grown in the new building was made for a
Mr. Barnes is an able man -wheth- |
sailing
the
next morning April 25th. good job on the line ducking into shell
braska
and
returned
last
week
from
g fa te i fo r Used purposes, the business purpose by millers of reputation and er he is elected speaker or not.
'
H...opea;i
waters,
is
at
home
with
his
The
trip
across
was uneventful al holes etc.
g t the m ill soon grew to such propor- visitors who have had occasion to in---------S A V E ---------Had a pretty good place to sleep, a
parerC
. ' r. ami Mrs. B. B. McIntyre though a close watch was kept at all
tteae that neither w as there room to spect the mill, pronounce it the best
hole
in the ground and plenty to eat
for the holidays.
j times for Subs. One afternoon they
d i p # w ord nor w as the mill' of sum- they have ever seen.
all the time, also lots of company in
-------S
A
V
E
--------!
sighted
something
and
the
convoy
ciSIkt mmerrltT to grind the grists
In July of this year the mill was
fired a few shots, got everybody excit- the shape of cooties, when I had noth
(Portland Sur.day Telegram.)
j
teonght to It. So after much thought ready for the machinery and t h e
It
was
announced
last
week
at
the
j
«d
but that was the end of it. In our ing else to do. take off my shirt and
add meny conferences, it w as decided manufacturers sent Mr. Geo. M. RobGeorge H. Bayes of Dover and Ken- j
offices
of
the
Bangor
and
Aroostook
!
fleet
was nine transports and several hunt 'em.
t# purchase land and build a mill lnson. of Brewersville, Ind., a tnill- nebunkport declared Saturday that if
1 'aw young Sharp quite a number
to fill the demands, ad- wright of long experience to install Pope McKinnon of Bangor still wants ! railroad that W. K. Hallett. who has 1cruisers. The trip across was made
of times and 1 guess he came through
to
match
his
pacer
Dusty
Dan,
2.091
i
;
been
superintendent
of
the
southern
hi
thirteen
days,
landing
in
Liveipool.
machinery to manu- both the Feed and Flour Mills, besides
alright, have not been able lately to
need of the the other necessary interior work, Mr. against any horse in Maine over the j division, had been appointed general England, May 6. We were m a rest
get in touch with Rosebush, and the
ifripson comes from a family of mil- ice he can have a match for $500 or superintendent to succeed J. B. Stew - : camp a week and then crossed the
other
fellows
Itry. and tefik
worked for his father who $1,000 a side as may please his fancy art. who has resigned to accept a posi- channel to Lella rve from there to Sa!
I
wrote
Carrie the other day and
benell
near
the
mouth
of
the
Somme
w erw placed On w as
a miller, and has followed and his pocketbook.
Bayes is now Hon with the Great Northern Paper
sent
her
a
request for a Xmas parcel,
River.
W
e
were
attached
to
the
Brit
Tin apointment becomes
by the food adminls- the mill Dmainess for nearly 40 years owner of the veteran pacer, Baron A., company.
would like to have sent you one but
isli
Army
under
which
wo
were
train
effective
Jail.
1
.
which has give^j ample opportunity to 2.041
/£, and he stands ready to start
one is all we are allowed.
ing.
It had been proven that Aroostook study milling In
of its phases, and the stallion against McKinonn's flier ! F. A. Andrews, who has been train
1 told her to get a pair of mittens
While here I had my first trip to
m aster at Millinoeket, will succeed Mr.
gros|f|l wheat w as as good as that as a mi 11-wright B)p has kept abreast for state honors and the cash.
f
”om
you which will conn* in very
tin1
lines.
Five
or
six
from
each
out
|Hallett as superintendent of the southT l l n l n any part of the United States of the times of new\inventions etc., so
Baron A is now quartered at Bayes
handy,
there are plenty of socks to be
fit
were
detailed
to
go
up
for
exper
w d quite a number of the members that in his work herA he has installed farm in Kennebunkport, but owing to jern division and will go to Bangor to
had
and
I have a fine sweater which
ience
etc.
'
spent
a
week
with
th<*
o f p m lto n Orange had been raising many labor saving &pvices, seldom the mild weather there has been no assume his new duties Jan. 1.
I
found
in
a shell hole on the line, one
roops
just
east
of
Amiens
Wheat In ■ * * * » quantities in p a s t seen except In the wesa^ and south chance to wTork the old Grand Circuit | Roy H. MacCready, who has been -Australian
can
find
most
anything they want af
a
very
active
front
just
i chief clerk and secretary to General and ^ was
Jta rt go Jt only remained to induce where corn and wheat are \ the prin- star to the snow.
Therefore Bayes
Manager Todd, has been appointed then. They wore a fine lot of fellows, ter a battle.
tlte AfteMtook fanner to sow more clpie crops.
says that he will be ready for business
We have had a lot of rain here, it is
our men and were
wheat, to sow enough to supply the
A note in the beginning of
h 1 s some time during the latter part of assistant to thegeneral manager a n d ,a sood dea*
pretty
cold here now, frosty nights
Imme consumption and the assurance article spoke of the spur track wliicii January. “If McKinnon will bring his j has already entered upon his new du- able to give some good dope, as most
; t jes.
,of them had been in France since 1914. and sunny days, the leaves are just
o f a new mill capable of making good runs the entire length of the building hons* to Dover, he can have $1,000 of
falling now and I suppose we will
M m b o r one flour, soon converted here, cars can be set and bulk grains my motWfv if he beats Baron A, and I All three of these men have had j I learned how to duck into shell holes
have some snow before long which I
.long
and
successful
connection
with
UP
there
and
you
did
not
have
to
hunt
t h p i that had little faith in the move- unloaded in short order, the grains if he loses i will pay his expenses
don’t like to see, if the war closes it
meat and they too began to enthuse are dumped into a chute
and a car- both ways,” declares Bayes, which ■the Bangor and Aroostook, Mr. Hallett f ° r one as they were plenty. I got
won’t be so bad, but it must be fierce
I
and
Mr.
MacCready
have
been
in
its
hack
to
the
Company
O.
K.
and
abcut
M the subject.
rier convey8 if to the elevators which looks like a generous od'er.
on
the lines in the winter, well it is
were
transferred
to
the
; employ a quarter of a century while July 1SU
A t a meeting held Peb. 14, 1918, un- have a capacity for handling 20,000 bu.
Bayes is ready to race almost any
near
dinner tinm so I wff! close, tell
Toul
and
Nancy
sector.
Mr Andrews’ term of service has ex
dor the auspices of the H o u l t o n
of grains each 24
hours, which in turn
where, however. He makes a proposi
We
were
in
a
French
training
camp
Fred
I have had several letters from
tended over a period of over 15 years.
Chamber Of Commerce the wheat rais- carries it to the storage
bins on the
tion that if McKinnon wants to rnau.b
him
and
will answer soon as we are
here
under
our
own
command,
July
- SAVE
t e t proposition w as discussed in all of upper flo o rs -o v e r these bins another
the Dusty Dan horse against the
M4th, the division went into the line steeled, I received the TIM ES and
H i phaeea, more than 100 business conveyor runs, many feet in length,
Aroostook gelding, Royal McKinney,
for the first time where we stayed two other papers O. K., showed Sharp his
man had fanners were present. Hon. and grain can be switched from one
Un ( i v Bowli.-drome alley's Friday -w e eks .
first, well and good. “I ’ll take on the
After a short rest we took picture and letters in the TIM ES
ittmrles P. Barnes who bad Just been bin to another as is desired, every bin
winner of this battle,” says the gen- j niglo a gain* that at; racted a large over the line before Metz and were which surprised him.
Love to all
appointed County Pood Administrator is made so that a four foot space is
ial hotel man, and will go down to ; number of bowling fans was rolled, there about five weeks in the line and you ■ son.
In hia clear and forceful manner point- obtained around each making it most
jj the contenders being the famous Post reserve position. The latter part of
Aroostook county if they say so."
ROBINSON.
•d out the causes of the shortage of convenient for repairs and cleaning,
.Office
team that for several season's our stay here the St. Mihiel drive was
-------- S A V E --------|
foodstuffs on account of w ar needs, he some of the bins are for storage, some
has met all comers with success, and pulled off. We made a slight advance From
spoke from the standpoint of a farm er for tempering the grains and the
Ja picked team from the old timers but were chiefly used to hold the line Lawrence A. Russell
sste from bia knowledge of farm con -\ grinding bins are directly over the
'about town.
here where a counter attack was ex Headquarters Co. 2nd Batt.
dtttkraa and gave facts that were in- machines.
The second number of the Orange j The result of the game was in favor pected. Nothing unusual happened 303 Field Artillery
disputable.
j All of the stock received into the entertainment course will be given in ' of the Old Timers by a 4 point mar however and we got out without any A. E. F.
Mr. Barnes stated that if the Aroos- mill to be ground goes through a clean St. Mihiel
Grange Hall Thursday evening, Jan. gin. which in all fairness to all who losses to speak of.
From there we
took farmer would take hold of the ing process that guarantees absolute
Fiam e. Nov. 28, 1918.
2, when the Liberty Bell 's will pre ] participated it should he said that it went direct to the Argonne Forest
wheat raising question and each sow ly clean grain and seed stock put
sent a sweet song story and string was an “ off night” all around as the and were held in reserve until Oct. Dear Dad:only fl l|W acres, that in the winter of through this process is positively free
Now since the war is over or as the
music
program that pulsates with individual scores recorded were in no 10— 13, we took over the line.
The
l i l t , sufficient wheat would be ready from any foreign matter.
rase up to regular form.
patriotism.
div is ions ahead of us had cleaned the Frenchmen call it Legare finish, can
ftt.flV ftlf*g to supply the county with
The machinery for the Feed Mill is
The season is just opening up on most of this woods by their hard fight tell you a little more about things
These young ladies, wherever they
denft f f f t e * the seventy to eighty all new and up-to-date, manufactured I have g iven this program have met. the Bowlodrome alleys and the boys
ing and it was our job to hold until such as they have happened etc, as l
bbls. Of flour usually brought by the Sprout-Waiter Co. of Muncie, I with instant favor, and have been have not “ got their eye” as yet.
they were ready for another attack. spoke of before the trip here frbm
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B the weat could be used
we having sufficient for
on r n«Ods grown at home, at the same
IteM releasing trains of cars that did
the . hauling and eliminating freight
SteHBto on the kmg hauls.

J S J S Z
*

“
f
U t O T I t u d b . waa tol-

Pa and by the Robinson Mfg. Co. of
the same city— which together with
^be various bins makes it most convenient for quick service, custom
grinding of course will be the princlp]e service.

termed the “Season’s Sensational Suc-

cess.
To those who enjoy good music (his
number w ill be especially attractive.
Tickets either singly or for the
course may be obtained from Grange
The » ‘ » ™ * e room of tbe new mill 18 members at most reasonable prices.
arranged tor 25 carB 0( 8acked (eed
-------- s a v e --------and 20 cars of bulk —
grain,
■- in addition
............
Mrs. William Albright received news
to storage bins for 2500 bushels of last week of the death of her brother,
wheat.
Currie Hanson, aged 22, and Roy Han

^
‘
’
*
* P
tec flfftttt of Houlton Orange who told
tvtofly w h o! the Grange was trying to
4te hi record to the seed wheat quesThe flour mill which is one of the son, aged 16, at home of their parents
tten. he c c ro facts and figures to
hte statements and at the close newest in design is an “American Mid- in Zealand, N. B. after a short illness
« l U e remarks It w as suggested that * et M a rv e l" ,n tt self contained mill, from pneumonia.
n e a r load o f seed wheat be purchased approximately eight feet wide, fifteen
Cadet Leland McElwee who is at
to ha aoM at cost to the farmers and feet toB« and 12 feet hl* h’ li Is 80 un‘ the Cloyne Training school at N e w 
sa instantly did the suggestion meet 1,ke the old fashioned flour m i l l s port, R. I. spent Christmas at home,
that two car loads were ordered w here the grain traveled up elevators reum ing Saturday.
He expects to
t h i ssat o f one car which was about and down ®P°ut8. sometimes traveling finish his course and receive a com
fiU te i
w as assumed by M r F P several miles before the finished pro mission as Ensign in two weeks.
duct was ready for the container,
O i l * . ons o f our public spirited citiJames C. Madigan Esq., who in A u 
ssa*» and before the meeting was ad- thereby losing by evaporation and gust enlisted in the Naval Reserve,
JSCfnsd, the seed wheat question had friction much of the oils and flavor of received his discharge last week, re
been solved—all that remained was a the natural grain which gives it sav or.' turning home Monday, and has re
The nev/ mill enables wheat to become
larger mill to make the wheat into
^ j
sumed his law business as a member
floor thah the one which Houlton has flnl8hed
a fter traveling not more of the law firm of Pierce and Madigan.
had* and this, assured without doubt. than 500 feet ln a Perf®ctly air-tight
An opinion of the judge advocate
Hsnlton Grange to take the necessary miU the capacity of which is two bbls.
general’s office, approved by the sec
stupe to build it.
per hour— 1
from this mill the flour is
retary of war, holds that officers and
f t the e a rly ' summer of 1918, the elevated to the packing bins or to the
enlisted men of the National Guard
lend whleh the Grange had purchased CU8*>m bags as desired— a unique ar
will revert to civilian status when dis
t e * occupied by several buildings rangement of bins has been arranged
charged from the Federal service. The
to he removed to make way Jor cu8tom work whereby small grists effect Qf ^
rulJ
DraPticaiiv
to
is to
new mill
In October of *r°m six different customers can be
.
8 practically is
new miu, ana in uciooer or hati<i|o#1
_ a a1________ ; wipe out of existence the
I m S U M y «n r ground w m broken and hand,ed continuohsly and at the same ' Gl^ rd ag
l ° e National
organized prior to
• concrete foundation laid for a mill
the
war.
(Continued on page 5)

A return game will be rolled at an ,\ye finally cleared the woods and for Clermort-Fernand was made with the
ten days they shelled us night and car, being in many large cities on the
! way.
The city of Anton which I sent you
96 80 90 266
a post card of is very old, there are
91 85 103 279
many old buildings there and places
O’Brien
80 84 87 251
famous in history. Something that is
Hagerman
67 81 81 229
not common with members of A. E. F.
McIntyre
76 81 79 236
we stayed at hotels when we were on
the trip. The hotel in the city of A n 
HO 411 440— 1269
ton that we stopped at was called
O LD TIM ERS
Hotel St. Louis and it is some old, but
Ervin
89 90 111 290
very well kept, the inside looks as if
Dibblee
79 79
83 241
only built a few years. It resembles
Moir
95 265
84 86
very much the hotels at home, both
Corey
92 75
89 256
their way of doing business and the
Lunt
S3 85
81 249
way the house is laid out, we in a
room that they told us Napoleon and
27 415 459— 1301
his lady occupied when they were
-------- S A V E --------j
there and stayed for some length of
time. It sure was some room too.
There were two beds in the room and
the place where each bed was, was
Wm. J. Ryan, the almanac man is in ,
under sort of an archway with drap
this vicinity, on his 3Sth annual trip j
eries haging down.
The woodwork
selling the Maine Farmer's Almanac.
with bedsteads, furniture and stand
Mr. Ryan says this is his last sea- \
ing finish was of black mahogany, the
son on the road, as his health is such !
.. —— walls had a very neat paper on it, I
that he cannot longer stand the cold day. The chap who writes in the paper can’t remember as I ever told you
that half of his shells don’t explode what the French beds are like, I have
weather.
During his visit to town he was cir- and that sort of dope4 never saw tin* slept in several while knocking around
culating a petition to which he has al- line I don’t think. W ell on Oct. 31,
and they are simply immense, they
ready obtained 7000 signers to keep everything was ready for another atare about a foot higher than our beds
the Maine Institution for the Blind tack and fresh divisions relieved our at home and have a box air mattress
from State control.
Mr. Ryan says tired and weary men. On the morn with feathers on the top, when you
that, the proposed change would put ing of Nov. 1st, after a terrific barrage
from the artillery the doughboys went
the institution into politics.
Continued on page 4
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land and disappeared, and the multi- j tion that the public permit the Gov- been no recession of the prohibition
V
passenger rates an'e1
tudes did not know whither.
! ernment to continue its hopeless ex- tide. Only last week the Senate incent increase in frei
Then Great Britain devised the perirnent for five years more.
serted a provision to make the Disthe war was in prog
“Q ” .boat as an answer to the U-boat.
|trict of Columbia “ bone dry” follow
---- — S A V E ------ernment needed to utih
ing the ordinary prohibition which has
Published every Wednesday morning These mystery ships simply lured T H E C O R N W I L L POP
for war work the pul
predatory submarines by an elaborate
for
a little more than a year prevail
by the Times Publishing Co.
A F T E R N E W Y E A R ’S
complaint about the m«.
semblance of helplessness. Attacked,
ed there. But, of course, the most ,
January will be a stirring month
being treated. Any kind
CH AS. H. FOGG, Pres. A Mgr.
they bided their time, endured shell
sigir’eant thing that has happened in j
for persons interested in national
was deemed sufficient ai,
this country was the recent action of
fire and often the fatal smash of a tor
Fifteen states have al
tory and the man who kic
Subscription In U. S. 11.50 per year pedo, until at last the German captain prohibition.
Ohio in accepting state-wide prohibi- j
! it was immediately set down
in advance as required by law ; In was sure he had nothing to fear and ready ratified the federal amendment. tion, when the war was elearlv over. ■
It needs thirty-six. And every Legis
I; picious individual who wc t
Canada $2.00 in advance.
This project had gone before Ohio j
exposed his craft to the blow the dis
lature
in
the
country
either
met
Iasi
|
bear watching. But now th
Single copies five cents
voters time and again, and had al- j
guised “victim” was waiting patiently
year or will meet this year, getting in
|plaints are beginning to come.
to inflict. British officers and crews
ways been heavily defeated, although |
Advertising rates based upon guaran
to session practically speaking'-- soon
[the public ever been accorde
by gradually tapering majorities. Thir ,
clamored for a chance to ship aboad
teed circulation.
after New Year’s.
! private ownership the treatment
ty year-; ago it would have lost the
these “Q ” boats. Often the vessels
The list of ratifying states, as it
now receiving from the railroi.
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton were sunk under their crews. For in now stands, is peculiar in its geo state by TiO.Ofio if we may judge by
there would have been almost a rev,
the
attitude
of
th,;
two
great
parties.
stance, the Stock Force sunk after
for circulation at second-class
graphical line-up.
Massachusetts is
iution against it. to say nothing of th
her crew had waited in hiding almost
But with .Michigan on the north “ dry” ;
postal rates.
the only one of the fifteen, which is
rates which the people arc' now pay
! an hour for the opportunity to put
carrying populous Detroit, and Indi- j
ing.
not either in the South or in the far
A ! the enemy down.
Many “Q ” boats
ana on the west “ dry,” rural Ohio j
T H E O L D BOOK C LO SE D A N D
West. Th<' southern ratifiers, includ
disappeared ‘‘without trace,” but the
swamped Ihe stupendous linens*' ma-> The fact that the railroads have
ing Delaware, Maryland and Kentucky
N E W ONE OPENED
jnrify of Cincinnati.
! been mismanaged by the government
„
Jingenious scheme aided greatly in
have voted for this amendment with
W ell may
for a moment,
.
.
_ we stop ..............
„ on keeping
the seas open tor merchant,
ib r e is a qm'stion that will come' is becoming so obvious that it (explains
“ It (l
the drop of tho hat. There need be
this the first day of the New Y e a r,: veSgejs'
why Mr. McAdoo doesn’t consider it
pretty
near
being
settled
on
Feb
1
.
man
wifi,
little doubt that the rest of the South
and consider, each in his own way. '
..fluke8.. were
„
advisable for the government to let |
“ What do.
No
one
can
regard
its
importance
as
will
follow.
One
house
of
th
■
■
*
Arka
the passing of the year 1918, which cessful
|( seem9 , hat at ,he start
go the; railroads until five years have1
“ That a n,
sas Legislature, preliminary polling, other than momentous. As a revenue elapsed.
has been the most momentuous in the the
,.
,
.
,
II,' probably entertains the
channel passage was verv dan
wear
all that h
shows to l>** unanimous.
But our question, it puts the tarill issue* into hope that if flu* people have1 live; years
history
,
,
,
rn,
,
* of the world, although we can- gerous
tor transports.
The
troopnot ,comprehend or even realize in a ships
. ,
.
. . . . . .time nearest neighbors to the west of us, the shade'. As an example of the ex- nj- this kind ef service* that they will
crossed. for
a considerable
among the state's that have already tension ef federal power, to the; oblit forget there' ever was anything bett*;r
small way what it means to the world. 1)t,himt a harras„
A
eration of state boundaric's, it is the
History has recorded many s . t < ,arned 0Mt n o t , 0 h ( m , „ t„ . n
ratine,!. are the two
it ™
or more a n ■< ptable and at the end
Established April 13, 1860
A L L T H E HO M E N E W S

IT’S

MIS i

the' great middle West, or from (lie moM astonishing development under of sued; a time1, if the scrambling pro Made By Many Houlton Rt
upper Valley of t lie .Mississippi, we our feeb'ral charter. And whether en cess continues, the1 preq)**rt.ies of the
Many p« opI<* in a misguided «.
have not ye*t hoard.
Tht'se Legis forced **)■ not. th*' arm of federal au railroads will have* become* so nine b
to get t ei of kidney naokache, rety .
thority
will
lie*
sufiicie'nllv
potent
to
latures have not yet assembled.
iiiixevl up that the re will be no way j plasters, iniments and other make
Early in January the corn will be effect a great H'volution in th** hotel
in which the original o w n e r s can *'v*'i’ j shifts.
The right treatment is kid
gin to pop. This is the* issue* para- and club life' of our cities, and to a ieb'ntifv their property or get if back j ney treatment and a remarkably rec
I
mount in a score1 of Legislature's, in considerable* extent of the e'ntire* Amer
jommended kidney medicine is Doan’s
Ohio the fight is peculiarly bitter. Tim ican public.
It is the McA.lo.) plan them to <<»n-j Kidney Pills.
Houlton is no excep
SAVE
Buckeye's adopted in Novembe*r siaie1
tinue tlie scraml
,g oper at i on as th*1 tion.
wide1 pvohibtion, ami (dccted a Legis
UNSCRAMBLING THE EGGS
-;;f‘ *st expedient
’That it will lead
The proof is at yoo- very door. The
lature seemingly committed to ratifi
When America went to war it was to govc-uni"])’
i**i 'ship ul t i mat el y following is an expedience typical of
cation. But the other side have' takem *111it.* easy for tin* gove'rnment t:> lake
does not disturb -Mr. Ale.'ve'eo ill the the work of Doan’
Kidney Pills in
h(l matter to the courts on th * ground
v *r tli*' control of anything it seemed i o any m o r " thr-i does the* dangi ' r Houlton.
that n,js ,,roposal wool tlirouuh Ho to need and it didn’t r**quir<* much of
if itr* gov**t nme'iit conti nues to c o n 
of the really big things of the w a r i ‘ ° » crmit ,hem to ,IK'rcasc ,holr rul0B I National House of Koprosotitnliv, by a genius to evolve plans for th** gov tinue t h e railrends f o r five > ears mor e
Mrs. It. Taggett. 18 Green St., Houl
re ernment to take what it wanted, but
has Juet begun. It should thrill o n e ]*™ ' « " * « • » * « * « a;tton ot O ' ™ ™ * - only a two-thirds vote' of thos
tlm' •;* Mr 1 end of that tim** the rail ton. ays: "I suffered from a weak
ju .t to be living In such times as i ttntler duress, m increasing wage* ;o sent, and not a two-thinb vote " f ’ is 1 1ie .am'* item who helpesl do these
and run down condition for about two
n o d s will own tit* g o v e r nme nt .
the extent ot nearly a quarter ot a bil- total me'mbe'rship.
In Michigan and tpjngs are* finding it considerable1 of a
these.
1 was told that my kidneys
. , ! :>■’■** : mu t his roi nt rv was c*m- months.
Indiana and Illinois the* fight waxes problem! to unscramble tin* **ggs Uit*y
There is undoubtedly enough work lion dollars a year,
i were the cause of the trouble and I
11 ci re1
fiord, d with Mw ’ }re>
Minnesota recently rejected scraiald. el. In fact there1 sevens to be
iimitif-, US(uj different medicines but could
waiting in the world to fully take the ^ The first thing the Government did warm.
spe'cit1 payment,
All o. the* poiiti* i.itis i
nf)
j felt tired and my back
prohibition, th*' de** i don lie on*1 prepare'! to oiler a suggest i*m
place of w ar work. The world Is short 'when it took over the railroads was to state'wide'
dndge'd th*1 etu '
non ; ml leaned it - '
One of mv friends advised me
of all kinds of goods, especially food do what the railroads had been for- falling be'twe'e'u the; majority ,vho vo-- as to how it should lie done, miu h lev-w
T h e r e wasn't o n  of thwn who dared
and clothing, and is behind four y e a r s bidden to do under penalty of the Anti ed, and the; majority of all who were to undertake th*1 job.
to try Doan’s Kidney Pills and I
to f ace it until finally a st at esman
on repair and upkeep. Besides this, .Trust law.
The Government pooled eligible to vote', which was necessary
William ( ’. MeAdoo assisted in mak
'■* arc w to de' dar*1 bought some at Cochran’s Drug Store.
the regions destroyed by the vandal the earning of the railroads, establish- to amend the state constitution. Iowa, ing th*1 situation infinitely worse1 than
u: 1 ■th*
l * ;"! i; a * w as to i' *- Soon after taking them I got relief
Hons must be completely rebuilt.
ed the use of joint terminals and com- with statutory prohibition, refuse'*! on it was, when he declared that he* be
and -was eventually cured.”
mine
The only question is, how soon can bined the competing roads. All this referemelum a year or two ago to write* lieved tin* gove'rnment should letain
That is **\a*tlv tic
nutation with
Price 60e. at all dealers.
Don’t
all this activity be made to fill in the would have been in direct violation of that idea into the1 constitution.
in control of the1 railroads for the next
simply ask for a kidney remedy— get
gaps of cancelled w ar activity?
the Sherman Anti-Trust law had it
It is, therefore1, evidemt that th<' live yt'ars. The ownews of the billions
Doan’s Kidney Pills— the same that
The gre'J prosperity of the country been done by the railroads themsel- re*al battle is coming in the* stretch of dollars invested in railroad stocks
Mrs.
Taggett
had.
Eoster-Milburn
as in agriculture, will furnish buying ves.
of territory between the Alleghenies and bonds, who lookevl forward to th"
Co.. Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
power, which will not be halted by ' Then the Government cut off some .and the Pocky mountains. Its legis time wh e 11. p-rperties might be re
high prices, but will keep up its pur- Pullmans and observation ears, dis- ( latures will soon walk up to the* line (*•'.... 1 'D i Mpnnifni) control ar * row
chases, unconcerned.
continuing some of the fastest and I and say “ Yes" or No." Ther is .in* t ;.
awl .-*; far a s (he j; re -* n1
The return of peace after more than most popular trains, ceased distribut-j one state in the Union the “ drys" ; •< :;g:
on- w-cd th** party w hidi
four years of bloodshed and dcstruc- ing free time-tables or “folders,” which have no hope whate've'r of carrying control.- i; is not
nnprepaienl to
i hatch wrung because whatever
tion, finds a changed world— changed had always been given so liberally by and that, is New Jer-st'v which has offer any suggestion as to what should
I ale gave; me sour stomach and a
so greatly that It will require many the railroads to inquiring passengers, elected
majority of
lawmakers
don \ but shows evidence's of being
ble .ed U***ling. I dw.nk hot water
years for us to understand fully how restricted the dining-car service and pledgee! again-f ratifi. aU ti. Now Jcr ready to stampede1 if the1 (epic is e.'ven
a.ni oiiv oil by the gallon. Nothiag
deep and far-reaching are the altera- summarily put an end to many things soy has long boem a b.bd exemplar incidentally n'ferred to.
h« lp* 1
h! I tri : ; i uple buckthorn
tions in our social and political -fa- that the railroads always had done as of minority opinions. It was one1 of
The government ownership of the1
bark, g!y« nine, etc., as mixed in A i brlcs and minds and ou>- modes of competing lines, in their desire to re the three staM's of t lie* Union to vote*
railroads has not been a great success
Ier-i-ka.” Lc.r.um b ‘lushes fV,e E N 
thought.
, cure the patronage of the public by against Abraham Lincoln in 1S(M. It
from any viewpoint, unless it he that
T IR E bowel tract completely Adler-iThe church has been strengthened giving the best, quickest and most had been the only one1 of the* North
of the railroad employe, who has had
ka relieves A N Y C A SE sour stomacb,
to divide its vote; b e t w e e n Bvcekenby the great conflict through a realiz- luxurious service,
his wage's raised by All-. AleAdoo. in
oi constipation and prevents ap
ing sense of its needs in every spere
Next the Government raised freight rielgc1 and Douglas four years e'arlier. the* first place Mi** service has expend
pendicitis. The IN S T A N T action is
of life. The Y. M. C. A. has shown and passenger rates to unheard-of It will not support prohibition now, ed
1t;,ce<uiui» out of the* $500,000,000
-wh- .
M;,.i it may 1;*^ Te-p* c ;*•<• u,> surprising. O. F. French & Son, drug
that one of the first of its cardinal prin- figures, though the railroads had been oven if if stands alone in iis opposi appropriate] for what was called “ a
*
i.diev*)
many *>y t!m everyday id gists.
• ciple is to help humanity, and that forbidden to make even a moderate tion.
revolving fund.” in addition to having
’ ku!, are bourn *, to occur in ail i’am
sectarianism has no place in its work- increase.
Passenger rates on Pull
New York, on the other hand, is in used up all the su rp lu s the ra ilro ad s
It is very highly ■*)inm*.,n*le,l f •'
ings for the good of the boys.
The mans were almost doubled, and on doubt.
The Democrats de* lured in may have* acquired and dug into every
u:
N O T J C E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
•stion, dismyiered liver, dogg"d iaKnights of Columbus have taken a ordinary trains increased by fifty per their platform for a referendum on accumulation of any kind which has
1*‘.v hies, const ipNtion, colds, headache and
Whereas
Hannah Butler, of Lime
hand in relieving the wants of the cent.
Freight rates advanced from the question, making ibis a campaign been available1 that ary railroads may
inruuv.* blood.,--—Buy today, the genuine stone, Aroostook County, Maine, by
men who fought for the safety of the twenty-five to forty per cent,
issue, and on it they lost t h 1 Legis- have1 had. This has been necessary
her mortgage deed dated July 9th,
.. i;‘. ' m.iejte bv no L. F. Medicine U
world, that has placed it high in the
w ith all this, the service became lature*. Whether this means that the oven with a fifty p*»r cent increase* in
1918, and recorded in the Aroostook
'" ‘ hind., ilaine.
County Registry of Deeds, book 300.
estimation of the world.
No longer the worst on record. The equipment Republicans will ratify the ame'ndpage 136, southern District, conveyed
without further recourse1 to
will the jeers of the crowds upon the was permitted to deteriorate, delays ment,
to me, the undersigned, a certain par
It
street corners be heard at the beating were constant, connections were sel- the people, is not wholly clear.
cel of real estate situated in Lime|stone in the county of Aroostook and
drums and the lassies in uniform, for d0m made and the convenience of the looks to us as if the “ Empire state"
'bounded as follows:
they more than any other agency have passengers was the last thing thought would be in the group of ratifying
The following described real estate
been “Johhny on the spot” wherever 0f. p or instance, the through service states after the neemssary thirty-six
together with all the buildings theretheir ministrations were needed, and from the North to the South, which I had been found somewhere else, and
lon, described as fifty (50) acres off of
1the North part of lot numbered one
they will never be forgotten, the way ha(i always been of the greatest con- [ not in that column in case its pres
hundred forty-five (145) in the said
they acted under fire, to supply the venience to both sections, was discon- enc.e was needed to do the trick.
since the world began, but its horrors ;a ,L Before tho Germans discovered
pale In Insignificance when compared the trick real protection in sufficient
with the one which has just closed.
quantity was available. Tho English
The year 1918 will be memorable in kept their secrets well and their en
history for the destruction of a mili terprise had its full reward.
tary despotism which for half a cen
------ S A V E ---tury had been a threat to the peace of
T H E BREAKDOW N!
Europe andthe world. The year 1919
As a war measure, our railrods were
will ’be equally memorable in working
taken over from their owners by the
out the problems of peace, in the ful
Government a year ago. They were'
fillment of the racial aspirations of op
running in good order and many we're'
pressed peoples, and In the establishment of a new and better world order. |Pay,ng <livi(len(ls Respite the refusal of
The lighting is over, but Ihe solution l,he Interstate Commerce Commission

J

WOMAN’S STATEMENT
WILL HELP HOULTON

P IL L S

men coming out of the trenches with
much needed refreshment.
Many ether agencies worked along
these same lines, and from the restilts, much information will be hand*
ed down to future generations.

tinued and passengers from Northern
to Southern points were compelled to
change at Washington and sometimes
to wait many hours before they could
resume their journey.
This entailed
severe hardships.

W hat the future, and the year 1919
has in store for us we cannot foretell,
it Is a crucial period for the world,
but we can rest assured that with the
enlightenment of the present age, the
experience of men, who have the dereloping of the future in their hands,
the transition from war times to those
of peace will be carefully planned and
carried out, and as for our own country there is little to fear but what the
change will be so gradual that it will
be difficult to tell when it will take

For the first time in our history,
passengers were divided into classes,
as in Europe. W e had two classes:
First, those that rode in the coaches
at three cents a mile, and, second,
those that rode in the Pullmans at
three and one-half cents a mile. Before a first-class passenger could rich*
in a Pullman he was obliged to buy
his train ticket, often at great incon
venience.
The a la carte servh : n the dining
oars was abolished and everyone* was

So we can wish one another a Happy N e w Year w ith a fervor not posslble for a long while. A Prosperous
N ew Y ear too. W a r spells destruction
— o f life, of property, of money. The
world needs to repair, to rebuild, to
stock up. Ours Is a land of inexhaustlble resources, and the world looks to

compelled to eat a set meal and pay
from a dollar and upward for it. The*
man, woman or child who wanted a
cup of tea and a slice of toast in a
dining car paid one dollar for it all
the same. All these inconveniences
and hardships were accepted without
murumr by a patriotic public because
we were at war.

j

us as to no other quarter for help,
Now, after the war is over, and
W a r has taught us to utilize w h a t , when patrons of the railroads are
once had been neglected. W e are a j eager for the restoration of the old
more resourceful nation than ever be- order of things, Mr. McAdoo suddenly
fore, and aro about to enter upon the ■asks for five years more in which to
most prosperous period in our nation- jexperiment with Government conu 1.
«1 history.
He admits that the Government has
SAVE

MVGTKftY T R A IN S
A N D “Q” BO ATS

not made a success of its efforts dur
ing the past year.
He knows, what the public should
know, that the Government’s extrav
agant
and inefficient
management
has led to heavy loss in the operation
of the railrods, In spite of the tremen-

W eek by week the British army
sad navy disclose the secrets, well
kept sad valuable, on which they
depended to deceive and
beguile
their foes. A ll England knew that |dous increase in freight and passenger
the government used some sort of rates.
mystery train for getting troops and
supplies to France In the shortest
poeeible time, but comparatively few,
at least e f civilians, had any definite
notion as to what these trains were.
Now it appears that long strings of
oafs wore run to a channel port and
there hauled aboard specially designed veesels that served as ferries to
XfcMee; at the French port they mere|p Steamed out upon standard British
tracks, laid down since 1914
H P at high speed to their stratig lg fltSflTHt*<' %
1*
Trains left Eng-

It looks as if Mr. McAdoo was tired
of his job.
The President recently
said that something must be done
with the railroads and at once, but he
had no program to offer.
He, too,
realizes the failure thufe far of Gov
jernment control. Tw o weeks after
the President spoke Mr. McAdoo ap
peared with his new plan.
The truth is that there has been a
breakdown in the whole business, and
that the President and Secretary Me
Adoo realize it. The latter meets it j
with the extraordinary recommend a -

The war is over and the waremergency argument is passing. The*
soldiers are coming back. Many peo
ple have predicted that they would
bring with them the “ European habit”
and so create an instant revulsion
against the impending prohibition. If
this is so, they cannot get in tliedr
work any too soon, because early in
January the wires are 1i k **1y to begin
announcing the ratification of this
amendment in one state capital or an
other. Up to date1 the* candid obser
ver must acknowleulge that the*i-*; has

Town of Limestone meaning and in
tending hereby to convey the same
parcel of land this day conveyed to
me by the said Richard Downing.
And whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken: Now there
fore, by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof I claim a foreclosure
of said mortgage, and give this notice
for that purpose.
Dated December 13th, 1918.
Signed R IC H A R D D O W N IN G .
351
By his Atty. P. E. Higgins.

G ood blood makes firm tissue, strong nerves,
steady eyes and clear brain. K eep your blood pure and
full o f healthy, red corpuscles, and your liver active, by
using Beecham’ s Pills, which rem ove poisonous matters
from the system, assist the stomach to assimilate its
food, and the food to nourish the body.
A worldfamous rem edy to strengthen the vital organs and help to

Make Pure Blood
Directions of Special Value to Women are with Every Box.
Sold by druggists throughout the world. In boxes, 10c., 25c.

U. S. R. R. ADMINISTRATION
W.

McAdoo, Director-General
Railroads

•> VI'vri—'11

of

Bangor & Aroostook R. R.

,

fjn b a t s i
V U a C r m

N o v e m b e r 11, 1918
T IM E TA B L E
T r a i n s Dally except Sunday
F ro m H ou lto n

| 6.25 a. rn.— For Caribou, Fort Fairfield.
I 9.14 a. rn.— For Bangor
• 11.15 a. m.— For Ashand, St. Francis, Ft.
I
Kent. Washburn, Presque Isle, Tax
‘
Barer, via Squa Pan and MaspfetMfcj 12.50 p. m.— For Ft. Fairfield. LimestMse,
Van Buren.
: 4.39 p. r*i.— For Bangor,. Buffet SleepI
ing Car Houlton to Boston.
I 7.51 p. m.— For Ft. Fairfield. Van Buren.

j
)

In a cap o f Posturo
there's a most at
tractive flavor.
There’s health, too.
for Posium contains the goodness of
cereals,coith no harmful substance.

IN S TA N T P 0S T U M
is made in a m o m e n t, at ta b le ,
coithout boiling. Economical, con
venient , delicious.
**T h e re s
’ & /teason

Due

H cu lton

9.09 a. m.— From Van Buren. Ft. Fair-

field.

■12.38 p. m.— From .Bangor, .Greenville
i
Buffet Sleeping Car Boston toH e a 
ton.
i 4.31 p. m.— From Van Buren, I.imesteae,
i
Caribou, Ft. Fairfield.
5.30 p. m.— From St. Francis, Ft. Kent,
i
Van Buren, Washburn, Presque Idle,
!
via. Squa Pan.
7.48 p. m.— From Bangor.
Time tables giving complete informa
tion may be obtained at ticket offices.
GEO. M. HOUGHTON. Gen l Pass’r Agt.
Bangor, Maine

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
NEW DENTAL PARLORS
Corner Pleasant Street and
Highland Ave.

DR. L. P. HUGHES
Ransford W . Shaw

Stith S. Thornten

SHAW & THORNTON
ATTORNEYS
Prompt attention to all business

Maine

Houlton,

Piobate mutters have Special
Attention

DR. F. 0. 0RCUTT
D E N TIS T
Sincock Block
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jr the purchase of wheat remover of grease spots.
W hat is l Fifteen states, he explained, have
ns Canadian banks have known as the “dry cleaning” process ' already ratified the Prohibition Amenelo the imperial government (a mystery to most folks) is simply i ment. They are Mississippi, Virginia,
0, but since 1914, despite washing with a mixture of ga.oiine Kentucky, South Carolina, North Dajkota, Maryland, Montana, Texas, Dela3ns to w ar loans, the sav- and benzine soap.
jsits in the banks have inMany years ago a clever chemist was j ware, South Dakota, Massachusetts,
by £55,200,000. To maintain trying to make an artificial quinine j Arizona, Georgia, Louisiana and Flori-1
.nadian troops oversea Great from benzine treated with nitric acid. da. Eight of these were “dry” a n d 1
i has made advances to the Do In this attempt he failed, but. to his I seven “wet,” that is, when the amend-1
rn totalling £106,890,165.
The great surprise his process yielded I ment was submitted,
i outlay for war has been £177,- cheaply and in quantity “aniline”— the
"W e started with 27 dry States.”
J.000.
Interest and pension pay- stuff that is today the source of a j said Dr. Dinwiddie.
‘‘Our problem |
aents on account of the w ar total whole rainbow of wonderful dyes.
j was to get nine wet ones to ratify the !
£15,200,000. Before the war the net
From benzine, also, is derived an ' prop* ition. W e already have seven
debt of Canada was £67,200,000. It is artificial oil of bitter almonds, used by j of that number, in the campaign we
or now £240,000,000.
During the last the hundreds of tons for the scenting I have not lost a dry State and we
fiscal year special w&r taxes yielded of soaps. And likewise obtained from 1shall not lose one.
uvor. £15,214,600.
coal tar (black and ill smelling) are ! “To ratify the amendment we neon
jnnon.
Between 200,000 and 300,000 work many exquisite perfumes, such as 21 more states.
We need but two
ers are engaged on war contracts. The "whit* helitrope,” for my lady’s toil- [more ‘wet’ states to win: we are ab
mid-week adminstrative staff of the imperial ette.
solutely sure of seven. To this num
Anthracene (frorn coal tar) furnish- , her wo add Ohio. Nevada and Wyom
munitions board comprises from 1000
uosday even- to 1500 men and women, according to es the gorgeous color for fabrics known ing. which have become dry since* the
regular prayer* varying degrees of urgency. The board as “turkey red,” which formerly wa - Campaign for ratification started. That
is exploring and making available for extracted from the root of the madder ; really imams a gain of 10 dry states
war purposes those natural resources plant. The discovery that the verit 'instead of seven.
I am staking my
resbyterian
of the country which have been un able color stuff of the madder root reputation as a prophet on my predic
Military Sts.
developed. The forests (if northern could be chemically produced reyolu tion that we shall succeed before* Feb
.. . Thompson, pastor.
British Columbia are providing spruce i tionized the dyeing and calico-print in;:, ruary."
4L service at 10.30.
for airplane purposes and for wooden j industries.
This doc.- not mean that the ( ’mm. . o. at 11.45.
shipbuilding. To a lesser extent the;
Most widely used of all coal-ta'’ t r y will he bone-dry right away, for
Junior C. B. Society at 2.30 P. M.
timber resources of Ontario, Quebec J products is carbonic acid. It was the the
amendment provides that til *
Senior C. E. Society at 6.30 P M.
and New Brunswick have been drawn j original germ killer, the first one used liepior pemple shall lit* given out* year
Evening service last Sabbath of each upon for the same purposes.
The |by Lister as a disinfectant in surgery, after the 3fith state* vote's to ratify if
n t h at 7.30.
mines of British Columbia are produc-j The arts have found other employ to wind ig) their affairs.
Ifeayer meetings Tuesday evening ing copper, zinc and lead.
Those ( f nients for it, but it is most important
Semator Sheppard of Texas declar
at 7.46.
Ontario and Newfoundland are produc- ! nowadays as a base for the manufae- ed that the* 36th* state would act by
Service at Foxcroft Church eacn ing steel. The Province of Quebec is j ture of high explosives. If the Kaiser
tin* middle* of ne*xt month. He* a g r e e d
Sabbath at 3 P. M.
supplying asbestos, aluminum, car-I were wholly deprived of carbolic acid with Dr. Dinwiddie that by Feb. 1.
bide and other mineral products in j from this time forth Germany could 1919. the manufacture* and salt* of in
Fraa Baptist
large quantities. Ontario is providing [ do no more fighting.
toxicating liquors will be prohibited
Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
! nickel, silica and carbides, and in col-j
_____ s a v e _______
by the Constitution.
EllhnUng service at 10.30 A. M.
laboratlon with the Canadian depart - '
SAVE
fltmday school at 12.00 M.
ment of mines there has been an ex
A Canny Scot
g b a a g People’s meeting 6.00 P. M. tensive production of alloys to be us
Sanely
and
John wen* sitting in a
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
ed in the manufacture of high-speed j That the Prohibition Amendment to
car
when
a
pretty
girl get in a n d j
Special music by ohoir.
tool-cutting steel.
The development the Constitution -will be ratified beChoir practice Monday nights.
He* raised his j
of the explosive and propellant indus- fore the first of February is the pre- smiled at tin* forumr.
I
A ll are cordially Invited to come and try in Canada has been an important diction made by Dr. E. C. Dinwiddie, hat.
Bear the Rev. Mr. Jenkins.
“ Do vou know her?" asked the En ,
achievement.
legislative superintendent of the Anti
i
Vatflday night church prayer and
;
It has been the policy of the board Saloon League of America.
He has glishman.
pm lse Service.
“ Oh, yes, very weel," the Scot re*- j
to establish national plants for the counted noses in all the Legislatures
plied.
j
purpose of stimulating any important, to meet in January, and feels safe in
“
We
1
i.
shall
we
go
and
sit
over
be:
line
of
production
which
private
enfixing
that
time
limit,
Mothodiet Episcopal
terprise was unwilling or unable t o 1 Mr. Dinwiddie was asked to give side* her. and then you can introduce
Military S t
asked his companion.
j
carry on, and seven of these plants, statistics to support his prediction
M«v. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
"Wait a bit,” returned the canny
representing a capital investment of that the amendment would be ratified
FaM ic worship at 16.36 a. m.
I
Scot. “ She hasna paid her fare yet.” j
*^hs Sunday School at noon has or- $15,000,000, are being operated under by the last of January,
the immediate direction of the board. _
jsuhUHl d a is e s tor men and women.
Junior League meeting and class tor The two largest manufacture explos
preparatory members at 3.00 p. m.
ives, and these, with privately owned
Epworth League meeting at 6.45 plants, have produced up to June 30
upward of 100,000,000 pounds of highp. mSTATE OF MAINE
Praise and Preaching at 7.30.
I grade explosives and propellants.
Unpaid taxes on lands si Unit eel in the Town of Sdvorid^a ! ’la nt ;i t ion. in tie*
County of Aroostook, for the year U'kS.
Prof. J. H. Llndsday, organist and i The shipbuilding contracts placed
The following- list of taxes on real estat •• ’’ .*:• ii-iv-id«nt .>\\; ■r - i” rhe T* ” n
choir master.
|by the board have a value of £14.000,
of Silverielge Plantation aforesaiel. for tin \ear )• ’ n. .■■■.omitted to me for e-olF m yer meeting at 7.30 Tuesday 000.
These represent 43 steel ships
leetion for said Town en the 14th day of !><■, , n
.'.'is.
■ - o.;id; are!
evening.
! and 58 wooden ship0, aggregating 360.notice is hereby given that if said taxes with intoreci and m.u •are rv*t
pre
viously paid, so much of the real "state ta\**d n- is sufficient to paythe amount
1000 tons.
Ship contracts placed in
due the*refor, including- interest and charges, will fia sold without further noti*-e
'British Columbia total £7,000,000 in
Church of the Good Shepherd
at public auction at. the Town Hall in said Town, mi the first Monday in February
Ontario £4,000,000, in Quebec £2,400,Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector.
1!'1T at nine o'clock A. M.
1000, and in Nova Scotia and New
Xn.ii" of Mw'iior
|lo-.-rio! hm of i
r1>
Amount of Tax I >;n>
Sundays
Holy Cbmmunion at 8 A. M. also ! Brunswick £600,000.
the imperial
munitions
after Morning Prayer on the 1st Sun I Through
( 'a ssid v
n da n
[board, acting as agent of the* United j
day In the month.
States
government,
EI\iriUII§
JT4o/vl
OllU
aCIUIUH
iv.o
v.
w
vw,,vo f
t vf vi umvm, contracts for munMorning Prayer
and sermon
10.30
fitf.
- Y c fe g s and supplies for the American j
y value of £14,0<>0,00i) have
Sunday School after morning ser- a r m

j

SAYS DINWIDDIE!

j

COLLECTOR’S ADVERTISEMENT OF SALE OF
LANDS OF NON-RESICENT OWNERS

viee.
Holy Days
E M y Communion at 8.00 A. M

CANADA RAISED
552,601 TROOPS

been placed^ in Canada. In order to
supply food tiP the allies and the armI les, the net exports of beef have been
Increased by 75,^ )0,000 pounds per aninum, of pork and^baeon by 125,000.000
pounds per annum' and of wheat and j
wheat flour by over 80.000.000 bushels j

won the Victoria Cross, 432 the dis leges and technical and agricultural
tinguished service order, 18 the bar to schools where men may be trained for
the tllslngulshed service order, 1467 196 different occupations. Under the
the military cross, 61 the bar to the land settlement act, soldiers may se
military cross, 939 the distinguished cure loans up to $2500 at 5 per cent
conduct medal, 6549 the military meti interest to acquire land, stock and im
s ' 227 the first bar and six the second plements and to erect farm buildings.
bar to the military medal. 119 the m er Already applications for loans to the
itorious service medal, 2573 have been amount of $690,800 have been approv
mentioned in dispatches, and 130 have ed.
“In order to protect the consumer,
won the royal red cross.
T$ie Canadian troops have been the department offers to send specific
chiefly maintained in France, but rail direction for making the eight-to-one
way and hospital units have served in test to dealers who get their citrus
Palestine and Macedonia, while in fruit through interstate commerce,
Great Britain and France between 12.- and who will be in a position to pro
060 and 15,000 are engaged in building |secute shippers who have deliberate
and repairing railways and operating, ly put it through the sweating process.
trains, and an equal number in cutting This test shows oranges to be imma
down forests and milling the timber. ture unless the juice contains soluble*
Over 200 Canadians have been employ solids equal to eight parts of each
ed as instructional officers in the Uni part of acid contained in the; juice,
ted States, and many are connected and applies the same principle to
grapefruit.”
with various imperial services.
’Blnce the w ar began the Royal Mili
tary College has furnished 93 officers
to the Canadian Permanent force. 94
to the Canadian Expeditionary force
. and 152 to the Imperial army. Since
its foundation the college has had on
Its rolls between 1300 and 1400 cadets,
o f whom 900 have been at the front,
120 have been killed, and one in every
tour o f those at the front has been
decorated.
During the w ar the naval service has
been strengthened, many small coastal
vessels have been manned by the Roy
al Naval Canadian Volunteer Reserve,
and nearly 2000 Canadians bave been
enrolled in the imperial naval forces.
A complete naval wireless service with
43 coast stations on the Great Lakes
Is maintained, and a Canadian Naval
A ir Service Is In process of organ lzatkm. In 1915-16 the cost of stores for
the naval service was £500,000, in
1916-17 £1,500,000, and in 1917-18 £2,000,000.

s
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Mr. Frank Lamprey at his lathe In the Calley & Currier Shop
at Bristol, N . H.
A few men are just plain lazy. Toe efforts of the real honest-togoodness man are ‘limited
‘ ‘ id only
‘ by ‘his f milth and strength.
Keep healthy.

Watch yourself.

That is the way.

I f you notice a

letting down, if you are not feeling just fit and right, there is some
thing wrong. Above all things, don’t neglect a cold or a cough. Not
that these minor afflictions are necessarily dangerous, but on account
e £ the possible developments, they should be promptly banished.
Colds are acute catarrh.

Ninety- twenty-four

Jiours my cold was
It is the best medi
cine fo r a cold I have ever used. I
used to have terrible pains in my
bowels after eating, and sometimes
did not get over this pain for two
or three hours. I do not have any
pain after eating now and can eat
anything.
Peruna has done the
job.”
Simple, isn’t if?
Peruna acts
upon tne organs of digestion, insur
ing a normal healthy action. It also
assists the process o f elimination.
This insures a rich, pure blood sup
ply to the mucous membranes
throughout the body, giving them
tone and health. Catarrhal condi
tions cannot persist when the mu
cous linings are kept healthy b y
the use o f Peruna.

seven per cent of the people have about all gone.
catarrh in some form, either acute
or chronic. A large percentage of
the ills of life are directly due to
catarrh and catarrhal conditions.
Catarrh is not the simple, harm
less disease affecting only the nose
and throat, as many imagine. A
catarrhal condition may exist in
any organ in any part o f the body.
Get fit and stay that way.
If
you catch cold, get rid of it. Do as
Mr. Lam prey does. Read what ha
says: “I would like to say a good
word fo r your Peruna. I took a
very sudden cold that settled in my
throat and lungs and I was so
hoarse I could hardly speak aloud.
I took one teaspoonful of Peruna
every hour fo r twelve hours and in

Peruna is the world’s standard treatment fo r catarrh and has been
for forty-five years. Y ou r father and mother placed their confidence in
it and found Peruna good. Like Mr. Frank Lamprey, you can also.
Peruna Is Sold Everywhere.

Don’t flu tte r
up your attic or storeroom with
------ discarded F u r n i t u r e -------

It Into Cash

Turn

tw

I111Ifirl t ( :

Calvin w ill cail and [make yon r
cash offer for any kind o f second
hand F u r n i t u r e o r S t o v e s

Williams
IMS

per annum.
x
j
! The total voluntary contributions of ,
'the people for relief and patriotic ob ,
jedts have exceeded £ 16,000,00b'- Two j
thousand women have gone oversea
i
nurses.
In munition factories “o.uoo j
are employed. Nearly 1000 are e*m j
ployed by the Royal Air Force in trails

A phamphlet describing “Canada’s
W a r Effort” has been issued by the
Canadian government.
In all tjiere
have been 552,601 enlistments in the
Canadian expeditionary army. Of these
383,523 have gone overseas. On June
36 there were 61,143 troops in Canada
and 5900 crossing to England.
The
casualties total 159,084. Of these 43,- port work and various other services
279 were killed In action or died of Duties relating to the war have drawn
wounds or disease.
Between 30,000 between 5000 and 600') women into the*
and 40,000 of the sick and wounded re civil service. Over 75.000 women as
turned to France for further service, sisted in the national registration.
Facilities for re-education have beam
and about 50,000 have returned to Can
ada. Thirty Canadian soldiers have provided at various universities, col

Easy When You Feel Right

j

SURE

(d
a

DOING A MAN S WORK

Telephone ------------- -

Honlton Furniture Exchange
F E R T IL IZ E R S paid before the war. They will pay even
1 better now. Food prices are twice as high. Use Potash
Fertilizers and raise a bigger potato crop.
Give Parmenter & Polsey Fertilizers with Potash a real test.
For years they have been increasing farm profits by grow
ing larger crops. This year Aroostook fanners can increase
their potato output with even less farm labor. Our Animal
Fertilizers with Potash bring you good profits any way you
figure them. They are made from B L O O D , M E A T , B O N E
and chemicals and 4% Potash g u a ra n te e d to be watersoluble. Investigate the P. & P. brands. Be convinced before
you buy. Endorsed by New England Experiment Stations.
BUY NOW

C. E. Calvin, P r o p ’r
Bangor Street
Mouhon, Maine

♦
»
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Y o u r Furnace for

P

”

Tim e

—------- Fuel is Scarce— You Must Conserve i t ----------

T. L. Marshall, Fort Fairfield, General Salesman.

P A R M E N T E R <5 P O L S E Y FE R T ILIZ E R C O ., Boston,Mass.
Branch Oon«oUdat*d R*nd«ring Co.

The Round Oak SquareBase
Heater will help you
solve the problem— Many people are discarding
their furnaces and are installing th e --------

Round O ak H eater
s

Daisy Bakers HotherSays

Justly called the patriot’s stove because it conserves
A LL fuels

-------SAVE —

MARVELS SPRING
FROM COAL TAR

Quality and superior flavor
count m ore than ever now
when the G o v e r n m e n t
wants us to save just as
much flour as possible.

Cheap By-Product Is Real Bonanza
The modern magician’s favorite raw
material is coal tar. He waves his
wand over it, and lo! all sorts of mar
vels spring into being.

F o r what it means in our
baking, w e want the very
best flavor possible— and for
m e that means W I L L I A M
T E L L , made from wheat
gr^w n in the rich limestone
soil o f the Miami Valley in
Ohio.

Coal tar (a cheap by-product in the
manufacture of illuminating gas) is an
exceedingly
complex organic
com
pound, out of which the chemist seems
to be able to dig almost anything he
wants, from a dye to a perfume, from
a disinfectant to a grease-spot eradicator and from a pain-quelling drug to
a war explosive.

F o r what it means in
saving
also, my choice
must be W I L L I A M T E L L ,
because it goes further,
everyhing comes out right
and there is no waste.

It is almost exactly a century since
(in 1820) naphthalene was first derived
from coal tar. W e are most familiar
with it today as the substance out of
which mothballs are made. But from
it also have been obtained some beau
tiful colors— buttercup yellow and a
Domestic w ar loans have totalled variety of scarlets, pinks and greens.
£151,200,000, or £20 per head of popu
Next came benzine— discovered in
lation. Ill the United States the Dom 1825 by Michael Faraday. There is a/
inion has borrowed £61,400,000. Cred little bottle of it in every household)
its on behalf o f the imperial govern- It has the property of dissolving fats*
jntnt tor £106,663,279 have been es- and therefore is highly effective as &

Ask your grocer lor
WILLIAM TELL—and
insist upon getting it.

[MQkd according
toU.S. Food
Regulation*

FOR SALE

BY A L L

DEALERS

♦

♦
♦
i
»

Its seamless one-piece ash pit with door ground on
guarantees absolute control of the fire for a generation
— using all fuels. Its double fire pot with patented
cone center grate absolutely prevents the formation
of clinkers. You can use the cheapest fuel.
Its extra heavy, cold rolled boiler iron body stands up
for a life time of service.
Its door frames riveted on (not bolted) guarantee
absolute control.
U burns hard coal, soft coal, wood, coke, and slack,
and positively produces better results with less fuel
than any other. Don’t take our word for it. Examine
the Round Oak and find the answer right on the
heater itself.

Call and let us show you how to do your duty to
----------------------- your pocket book -----------------------

H am ilton-Grant Co.
Main Street

Houlton, Maine
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this week I was a trip over to Bar-le- room. Wishing you and all the family to the place of beginning. And whereas the condition of said mortgage is
Duc an run across the 55th Artillery a Merry Xmas, I am, your son,
broken now therefore, by reason of Furnished Rooms \
this is the outfit Harry Ahvard is in ,
LAW RENCE,
the breach of the condition thereof,
St.
we claim a foreclosure of said mort
lay In one o f these beds you would and as usual couldn't find him with
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E
gage, and give this notice for the pur Soft Wood F o r Sale
think you were going through to the what time I could spare.
pose of foreclosing same.
Whereas
Annie
Daigle
of
Fort
FairPhone 212-2.
Yes,
we
have
been
to
the
front
and
floor. If a person couldn’t rest In a
Dated at Fort Fairfield. Maine, De
Aroosteok
and
seen
action,
was
there
plenty
long
in
the
County
of
bed like one of these there is no rest
You Need Heat. If yo>
mortgage deed cember 11. 191,S.
State ot
Maine’ ^ 5, h«
r
coal, inquire of H.
JAMES II. HOPKINS
for them.
The French have good enough. People back home can sit dated
November
1917,
recorded in
Phone 445.
around the table in the Elks Club, the Southern Aroostook Registry of
EHEN S. HOPKINS
beds, if nothing more.
51
Drug stores and talk about the wav Deeds, Volume 299, Page 450, convevT e le p h o n e 214-4 w h e n in r.
The next town we stopped at of any
but if on the front lines thev would ed to us, the undersigned, “ a certain
thing from a steam engim
importance was Toul, which I think . „
. ,iee
.
,, .
piece or parcel of land situate in the D r y Soft W oo d F o r Sale. In q u ire of
hammer.
talk much different. It is no chilli a vlUag„ of Port i^iriicid afcmwal,!
you have a card of. It wax after dark
Frank Wilette. Phone 4H7-12. 21 p
when reaching this place and couldn’t P^y to ke " ’here one has to keep right being apart
of lotnumberedseventy
Enlist in this w a r against was
what it was like. ! 8*de UP
the time and watch all |nine (79)according
toSawyer s
suv
MOTTE
a Round Oak Range or Heatc
tell much about what it was like
vey of Letter I), bounded and describ
The annual meeting of tlm Aroos
Hamilton & Grant.
When reaching this place we were kind of chances.
ed as follows, to wit: Beginning o:i took County Patrons Mutual Fiie In
~ . ..
^. #.
................
. .W e are now moved back in a camp the northerly side of Nelson Street, so
quite near the Front and had to drive 1
rsirance Company will be lndd at tin* H o u lto n F lo u r and Feed M ills ('»
that was once occupied by the Ger- called, at the southeasterly corner of Grunge Hall. Houltou, Monday. Janu
old Merritt mills.
T* 1; phone 4.
without any lights, this is not plea
\Y. E. Carr, Prop.
They sure were great people land of Lizzie E. Hacker, being the ary 15th, 1919. at lit.on o'clock A. .\!
sant at all trying to drive on a strange mans
southwesterly corner of G. \Y. Parks'
road on a dark night. The lights in to have good things and by the looks land: thence northerly along the east for tin' election of OiTicers and Direr Ground Bone Is what the hens like
tors and the tr:uis:n,t ion of any other
this season of the year. Call Starthe city were all out but we managed ° t things around places wo have been erly line of said Hacker land, being the business that may route before said
key’s mark'd. 75, and order some.
to find a place for the car and a place they intended to stay in this section westerly line of said Parks land, eighty m<•: 11bug.
Mar,
(SO) feet to a post; thence westerly
Ernest
T.
McGlaufiin.
Scc'y.
to sleep, after this my Pal that was of the country for a while. They went
pur.
D
r
y
H
a
r
d
W
oo
d
f
o
r
Sale
nt
Reasor,parallel with tile northerly side of said
50 Ai
able prices. Call on John I ’at ten,
on the car with me and I went out to so tar as to tit all their buildings up Nelson Street eighty (SO) feet to a
be sob.
'phone 15.1-11
25L>p
take in the town, you can imagine w*th electric lights, with running wa- post; theme'• southerly parallel with
n\ l ’ ridgham spent the holidays
said
easterly
line
of
said
N
e
I
s
o
n
roaming ter wherever possible. Their camps
> gue.d of llis aster, in West In ook $1,000.00 R E W A R D FOR A BETTER A B L I N D , .
what kind of a time we had
thence easterly along t h <■
The are made up mostly of small buildings. Street;
OR WOAIA
E n l'IP P E D REPAIR Shop than Os
around with all the lights out
northerly side of said Nelson Street A!1
in perfect se
good's, Houlton. Maitm
There are three of us staying in one
stores and all the buildings had lights
all.
small building.
Roach that I have
For Sale— Second -hand belt for circu
inside with shutters on the windows
spoken of before, he is driving a Flivlar saw, only used a little, at a bar Maple Spring Watei
so no light would show on the outside.
many people at thi..
or. Myself and the fellow that is on
gain. Tel. 214-4. G. W. Connors,
These places near the front are kept
year. Leave your e
Lincoln St.
li p
the White Staff ear with me, we have1
dark on account of air raids, no lights
TIMES Office.
a nice little home with stove and plen
F o r S ale— C i r c u l a r Saws f o r w o o d 
are allowed anywhere.
W e could
sawing
machines, second
hand, R E N T S — differ. Some pay $150.00 per
ty of wood, good beds and a fine writ
smoke and light matches but had to
cheap. Tel. 214-4. G. W. Connors,
Month. OSGOOD pays $15.00 and
ing table which 1 am now using. This
low t h a t you can afford to buy
Li ncol n St.
Up
put them out as soon as possible. We
his Customers get the full benefit
We the undersigned, having on hand pri( e so
camp is located about 5 miles from St.
in Low Prices.
left this place early in the morning so
Mihiel. Now perhaps we didn't have a limited amount of barley Hour offer it for feed.
T y p e w rite r Ribbons for all machines
didn’t have much time to look the
Mixed with middlings, it is the best
as well as Carbon Paper made by If You Burn Coal in You r Cook Stove,
some Thanksgiving dinner yesterday, the same at a big discount, to close it
place over.
hog
feed obtainable; it is also a rich
W e b s te r -■ There's none better. Call
soft coal will be very satisfactory
listen to this, it is just what we had out.
or send to TIMES Office.
and the least expensive fuel.
hjr
and palatable food for horses and
The next place was St. Mihiel, which
This
is
the
same
barley
that
we
sold
I am not stretching it a bit, turkey,
quire of Chadwick.
*
we are now staying near. This place mashed potatoes, cabbage, peas, cran as a substitute with wheat flour, as cattle.
C H IL D R E N
SHOULD
NOT
BE
you no doubt have read a lot about in berry sauce, bread and butter, cake long as it was required by the food ad
T R l ’ STEI) W IT H V A L F A BL K N e w Modern House F or Sale on
Weeks Ave., six rooms with b th.
walcli and Jewelry Repairs.
Have
Prior:
One
quarter
bbl.
>1.99
the papers. This w*as where the big
with FROSTING ON IT, cocoa, a cake ministration, and is suitable for hum
For particulars inquire of C. B.
one of Osgood's Thro-- Exports do
One eighth bbl.
,9s
drive started in September when the of chocolate, box of cigarettes and a an consumption, hut we offer it at a
Esters, Main Street
vi nr ..or);.
Germans were pushed back so fast.
cigar. I bet you didn’t have any bet-1
Ba nk Book No, 1195 issued by the Subscriptions for any Magazine or
This like many other towns I have
ter dinner than this at home. I have
Newspaper may be left at the
Houlton Savings Bank is lost, and
seen along the front has been pretty done
lot of traveling around here
this notice is given as required by
TIMES Office, where the lowest
well blown to pieces. One of the boys
price can be obtained.
la' that u duplicate book may be
both while the firing was going on
had a N ew York Times which had
is.-lied.
I,. (>. Ludwig, Treas.
and since. I will mention some of the
W A N T E D — Everyone to know th a t
W . E. CARR , M a n a g e r
some w ar pictures in it of this place,
places perhaps you have seen some of
OSGOOD’S is the happiest place to
F o r S a le — T h e A u g u s ta E. C h a d w ic k
and one especially of a bridge that
trade at. No grouchy people there.
these names in the papers: Bar-lp-I)ue.
homestead, on corner Park and Fair
was blown to pieces, crossing the
Even the prices are pleasant.
streets, including house, barn, and
Verdun, St. Mihiel, Hammonville, St.
line corner lot. about one acre in
Meuse river. This is quite a sight
Maurice, St. Remy, and so many oth
For the Fre Place Nothing is Better
all. .las. Archibald. Executor.
and looks much different from that of
than lumps of Nova Scotia coal. It
ers, these towns are most all in Rus
the picture in the paper. They have
is cheerful and has the heat.
In
D u rin g the m o n th o? J a n u a ry , G e n u 
sia.
quire of Chadwick.
ine Bargains may be had on my en
a temporary bridge built across close
Perhaps I have said enough for now
tire stork. This must be sold beto the other one. I have crossed here
to]'.' Eel). I !9!fb The early ones A P U B L IC W E D D I N G IN m a r k e t
this
will keep you and mother busy
several times, and have had a good
SDFARE. Houlton is a rare event.
e d the best iraue-. AP's. Net t T 'tb
For a properly conducted wedding
chance to look things over. The first for a while in front of the fire in your
er.
li p
buy the Rings of Osgood. He makes
day we landed in St. Mihiel we went
them hv hand.
F A R M FOR S A L E
One of the best
on a little ways to where the rest of
N O T IC E OF FO R EC LO S U R E
potato farms in Penobscot County.
Warm Convenient house
the Regiment was, to stop coming by
Whereas Harry P. Watson, of Houl
Has not failed to produce a goorf po For Rent;
of eight rooms and bath, furnace
train, when we got there they were ton. in the county of Aroostook and
tato crop during the past fifteen
heat, electric lights, and stable.
years. Owner wishes to retire.
last unloading. W e made pretty good State of Maine, by his mortgage deed
Good garden lot. Apply 32 Green
dated November 11, 1916, and record
Farm
contains
about
:;nn
a<r
c.
with
FULL
SHOWS
connections both reaching the place ed in the Aroostook Registry of Deeds
St.
Phone 206-4.
49tf
good set of buildings. Sold on easy
Intended at about the same time. in Vol. 297 Page 135, conveyed to mo.
ternm. Box 758. Bangor, Me.
14 Wanted; A man to work in a Dairy
When standing around there looking the undersigned, a certain piece or
Barn, a good milker or one who
Afternoon 2 and 3.30
Night
- 8.30
things over one could well hear the parcel of land situated in said town of
wants to become one. Small 4 room
N O T IC E
Houlton, with the buildings thereon,
h f o r his use. Apply to A. E.
roar of the guns and see airplanes bounded and described as follows, to
The annual meeting of the North
,
Tel. 419-2
51tf
plentiful in the air doing some shrap wit: Commencing at the northeast
ern .Maine Patrons Mutual Fire Insur
n e l I noticed a fellow with 101 on corner of Jay Putnam’s lot, known as
ance Company will he held at the Bank Book No. 15773 issued by the
f T u L '*■' Savings 7V.» k is lost, and
his cap and asked him if he didn’t be the “ Sand Hole Lot,” at the souther
Secretary's office, Presque Isle. W e d 
ly margin of the country road leading
kb-, notice is gi\ca as require d by
long to the 26th division, which he to New Limerick, at a stake a n d
nesday. January S, 1919 at 10 o ’clock,
1a ■" tbit a duplicate book may be issaid he did. Perhaps you don’t know stones; thence easterly on the south
•: d. ... O. I.ii . ’ig T i t-as.
il
a. m. for the election of Directors and
it but this is what our Co. L at home line of said road twelve (12) rods to a
the
transaction
of
any
other
business
G enuine c m -'- ■own c
of Ladies*
was attached to. I asked him about stake and stones; thence southerly
that may come before said meeting.
fur-trimmed
thirty-four (34) rods to a stake and
rtone
the company and he said they were stones; thence westerly six (6) rods
ERNEST T. McGLAUFLl.N.
Just over the hill on the Verdun front. to said Putnam’s southeast coiner of
One Week, at Charlottes, Times
He belonged to the Supply Co and said “ Sand Hole L o t” ; thence north
Bldg., sale begins today. -Jan. 1st.
when asked about some of the Houl- erly thirty-seven (37) rods and ten
(10) links to said Putnam’s east line,
RASPBERRY
C L O V E R
H O N E Y For Rent in a good locality, 7 room
ton boys he mentioned many that I to the place of beginning, containing
nouse on Green street with all « • ,’tt> b, V.ir.'f! Post hi 1-2-3
knew, just Imagine only over the hill two (2) acres more or less.
vine
:e>. 12ti> $4.":,; Lo an.
dern improvements including elec
aii.s l«\ i ‘ 11Pr-s-* or f r r ig h t
and couldn’t see any of them, several
tric lights, bath and good cellar with
Now, therefore, the condition of
12: 1
24 On cans $9
new coal furnace. Apply to Andrew
times of late I have been quite close said mortgage is broken, by reason
J. B. M A S O N , M e c h a n ;,c F a ll s , Me.
J. Saunders.
to these boys and havn’t been able to whereof I claim a foreclosure of the
Rpow4r>p
same, and give this notice for that
see any of them. It is almost impos purpose.
For Keeping the Cold Out, or for us
sible to find anybody, there are so
ing around out buildings or where
Houlton, Maine. December 26, 1918.
„ is U'ncertian, better ta k e a
sheathing paper is needed, a limit
many soldiers and so few know each
Pol|c,y
w
ith
the
good
old
r
e
l
i
W I L L I A M W. TOW NSEND,
ed
amount of heavy sheathing paper
able E quitable Life Assurance Society
other and more than this, one day 31
By his Attorneys, Archibalds.
tn bundles may be had at the TIMES
T H E O . J. F O X , Agent
Office.

CLASSIi

Continued from page 1

UTTERS FROM OVER THERE

HOULTON

FLOUR
FEED MILLS

AND

HOULTON GUANGE STORE

HOULTON FLO UR and FEED M ILLS

BIJOUTHEATRE
ONE DAY ONLY

Tuesday, January 7, 1919

LIFE

F or Sale— 60 Acres, Smooth,
level fields, free from rocks, the
best of soil, 3 miles from R. R. Sta
tion on main road. Good pasture,
good wood Lot barn 42x84 feet with
basement, house two-story with hat
and cold water and bath, water sys
tem cost $1,000. This is one of the
best farms in Oxford Co. and can be
bought for $6,000— $3,000 cash down,
bal. on morgage. For sale by L. A.
Brooks. Real Estate Agent, Soutfi
Paris. Me.
47tf

F arm
N O T IC E A N N U A L M E E T I N G

The Time to Buy

'

-------Long Teim Canadian Government Gold Bonds is -------

Now!

$50, $100, $500, $1000
Canadian Government 5’s, due March 1937, are selling at
97. This is 1% points to 2% above the issue price. The
Principal and Interest of these Bonds is payable in New
York.
The 1917 Victory Loan 5VL>% bonds, due December 1937.
are selling at 102 to 103 and interest, which is two or
three points above the issue pi ice.
The 1918 Victory Loan 5y/s, due 1st November 1 9 3 3 , are
selling at 101 and interest, being one point above the is-be
price. The 1918 Victory Loan 5V->’S> One 1st November
1923 are selling at 100
or y> point above the issue price.
It is becomng increasingly difficult to obtain any of the
above bonds at the prices quoted, with the exception of
the last two issues and it is natural that with the further
cleaning up of the market the price of the last Victory
Loan will continue to advance in harmony with conditions.
Ths situation is of special interest to investors having funds
available in the near future.
Under the steady improving market conditions, sued) as
naturally follow the closing of the war, there is a much
greater advantage in holding long term Government bonds
than is generally appreciated by the average invest )).

WITH

THE

it t e n C

lassics

Tim annual meeting of the stock
holders of the First. National Bank,
for the election of Directors and the
transaction of such other business as
may legally be brought before them,
will be held at the Banking Rooms on
Tuesday, Jan. 14. 1919 at 10 o’clock
A. M.
R. F. WARD, ( ’ashier.
Houlton, Me. l)cc. 2, 1918.

KAISER
\

m

P rodu ction
D i r t : i / i -« i l#y

■ Gei)r«n Irving'

>ioi*y

l>y

luru*j M a ih

Mefro Picfupps Corporafio
Disfrit>u tors y

1

d esire to t h a n k
th e patron s o f
this sto re fo r th eir
p a tr o n a g e d u r i n g
th e past y ea r, an d
e x te n d to th em the
C o m p lim en ts o f th e

Admission 15c and 25c

S ^ d S O I),

.

.

«

Cl o a k

St o r e

Prices subject to change
ONE

ISSUE

OF

.i.-.f YOU jiti'CoLO KNOW ABOUT

VICTORY BONDS

‘ TO IlLLL WITH THE KAISER’’

Should yield 10% for a three years’ hold
As long as the New York Exchange remains as at present
a discount of 1% will be allowed on above prices if paid for
by certified cheque on a U. S. bank or in IT. s. bank bills
of denominations of $10 and upwards.

-Write or Phone Your Orders today-

J. N. W . W I N S L O W
POSTMASTER

WOODSTOCK,

N.

B.

It tell;-- how the Gormans d-d ermine;’. to make war on the wo. 1:1.
■and shows the Kaiser in ju-d the pla- e you'd lilo- to sac him.
Forty aeroplanes battle, for the supremacy of the air the largesi
air fleet ever shown in a picture.
Patriotic features abound throughout the picture.
One of the principal roles is taken by John Sunderland, a Belgian
aviator, who was wounded many times in air battles at the front
It employs a cast of seventeen principals and over two thousand
(extras.
Details how an American girl put an end to the Crown Prince
In it are lifelike characterizations of the men who have made
America famous and Germany infamous.
Features Lawrence Grant as the Kaiser and Olive Tell as th
American girl.
“ To Hell With the Kaiser" is a picture that every red-blooded
American should see and will be mighty sorry to miss.

N O -5 9 M A IN STl^ fic J c e r & o n

^ B Io c j

Houlton •Maine

,
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to fill their needs, throughout the
AT THE BIJOU THEATRE
RED CROSS ORDERS
nM r Roofipr. building.
From cellar to attic the
NEEDLES ‘STACKED’ Knowing your interest. .in. important
, . lighting system is arranged
so that
6
au

iREST

America’s army of women knitters. affalrs of the dayi we wlsh t0 enllst every torner can be instantly lighted,
wh0 did not cease work wlth the
your interest in the Screen Classics, a most elaborate switch board controls
the system which was erected by the
nnmthea Stetson
Stetson left Mono
Monday ordered
inE ° f the
Saturday,
w e r e jnc of
m o t j o n picture, with the forceful
Dorothea
by ,arlnistice’
he Red 0ross
(o ..stackutie
„ To Hen wUh tfce Ka)ser „ Houlton Water Co. under the direction
ime her studies at the U. of M.
needles.” their task accomplished. Ar.,vhlcb will |)e g„ own at thB nijoll of Messrs. B. B. McIntyre, Supt. and
,nk Astle U. S. N. R. arrived
Alex. Gumming, electrical engineer.
inventory or articles In reserve shows Theatre on Tuesday Jan. 7.
a Monday having received his dissufficient on hand to meet the needs No one who wishes to be well in
A representative of the TIMES who
.rge from active duty.
of fighting men in this country and formed should miss seeing this beau made an inspection of the building is
Robt. Huggard and family spent
abroad and of Red Cross committees. tiful seven-act patriotic feature, which indebted to Mr. Robinson, the mill
Jhristmas in Millinocket, the guests
Knitted articles now in the makingshows
(letal| thc
mad(, hv th(> wright who graciously explained the
of Mrs. Huggard’s papery*
will be
be finished
..I.iamm and
«uu turned
lurntui in
in to
tu the
m e p russian war-lords to conquer t h e detail of the work and in speaking of
Miss Miles of OMfown, was the
XSt Christmas guest of Mr. and Mrs ('. 854 Red Cross chapters, which will is-world an(, th(1 flnal (1<lfoat ot- their his duties, Mr. Robinson states that in
sue no more yarn.
schemes
all of his many years of experience as
W. Davenport, Jr., Highland Ave.
miller and (‘rector of mills, that he has
N. R.
Forest Royal and Benj. Barton of i More than 10,000,000 sweaters, socks, The battle in tlm air of two opposbut oni’c only, seen a better mill from
mufflers,
helmets
and
wristlets
werejng
aerial
armies
is
combined
with
ave, re- Hodgdon who are training at Camp j
ground to attic, and that for this mill,
turned
out.
in
the
17
months
preceding
seem
s
of
great
historical
value
in
Devens are home on a 7-day furlough, j
the best of stock and equipment has
net a team
Donald Stuart svho spent the Christ- , the overthrow of the central powers. this production.
been furnished without stint and mem
Virtually
woollen
aoeossoi
ies
fasiiion•
s
a
v
e
Friday night mas vacation at home with his moth- j
bers of Houlton Grange may feel as
SPECIAL CHURCH NOTICES
ys.
;er left Monday to resume his studies I (Ml hy woiij.-ii who Choose that method
sured that they own the best mill iu
of
aiding
to
win
the
war.
,
Ait Christmas at at the U. of M.
j
I here will be a brief Watch Nigh) this section.
- Ra v i -:
.icta, returning to
i\I. E. Murphy who has been doing j
service at the .Methodist ( ’hurt !) be
lursday.
elertrical work at Fort Kent for some j
ginning at 7..’lo Tuesday (‘veiling.
MICHAEL E. MCCARTHY
During the past .‘JO days the mill has
Esq., of Boston, spent months is at home for a few weeks |
On Wednesday afternoon then1 will
uere with his parents, with his family.
' The death of Michael E. McCarthy be tlic annual meeting of tile Ladies’ ground :itio7 bushels of wheat making
occurred at his home on Main St..
s. Oscar Brown.
i Ralph W. Watson who is in the emAid Society in the parsonage to elect 721 bids, of flour. At tin* present time
acker Travel Class will meet pi0y Gf the Stetson. Cutler Co., at Thursday. Doc. 2(ith, after a long and officers for the coming year and to they have on hand about 2000 bushels
It
. Ernestine Davis on Franklin St. Griswold, spent Christmas with his painful illness.
transact any other business that may of wheat waiting to lx* ground.
Mr. .McCarthy was well known in como before the meeting.
takes :;ou lbs. of wheat to make 190
Monday evening, Jan. 6th.
family on High St.
Miss Margaret Hogan went to Brigh this vicinity where he enjoyed the re
Mrs. M. B. Berman left last week
On Wednesday (‘veiling. Jan. 1st, at lbs. of Hour, leaving the balance in
will
visit
ton, Mass., Saturday, where she will spect and confidence of till.
fey New York where she
7.50 there will be a service in the middlings for feed.
Those bringing wheat to this mill
enter St. Elizabeth’s Hospital for a
relatives for several weeks.
For the past 15 years, during his church in the interests of the Meth
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Purinton spent course in training.
residence in Houlton, he was in the odist Missionary ('entenary campaign are assured that the Hour t h e y get in
Christmas with their daughter, Mrs.
Roland Hovey a member of the 12th employ of ('. H. McCluskey as fore at which the Rev. R. N. Joscolyn of
Div. now training at Camp Devens man of the livery business, and was ( ’aribou and others will speak.
flaxen Nevers in Norway, Me.
Mr. and Mrs. John Q. Adams spent spent Christmas here with his family, a most faithful employee.
On next Sunday at the morning serOlirlstraas in Caribou the guests of returnng Friday to his duties.
Born in New Limerick in 1S7S, do-| \ice there will be a brief sermon and
Mrs. Adam’s nephew, Ray C. Brown.
Sergt. R. W. Britton who has been ceased was the son of the Mr. and the Sacrament of Holy ( ’ominunion
Christian Science services held each stationed in Portland at Fort hilliams .Mrs. Frank F. McCarthy. As a mem will be administered. At the evening
Sunday at 11 A. M. Sincock Hall, Jan. arrived in town Saturday, having re ber of the Houlton Fire Department service the pastor will preach a New
ffth, Subject: "God.” All are welcome. ceived his discharge from military for the past 1.5 years, he was very Year’s sermon on the subject: "First
John W atson who has been confined duties.
popular, and a most efficient fireman: things First." The choir will render
--------- S A V E —-------to the house for 2 weeks has so far refor the past, five years he has been special music and will be accomcivered as to be at his place of busi
assistant foreman of the Company. pai.ied not only by the organ but by

return is from the wheat which they
brought, as less than 1-2 bushel will
cover any change from one lot to the
other.

y o j fl

AMERICAN THREAD CO.
1st

M tge.

6 ° 0 Go ld

Bonds

dated 1a-ccmber
i are 1XTi-mber

1918
1928

’p i i E S E bonds will t>e .secured by a
> !<>sed lirst mortgage on all fixed
a s s e t s of t h e company.
Average net profits for last three
years (before deducting Federal ta x 
es) were in excess of ten and onehalf times the maximum annual in
terest charge's.
Price

to

about 5 %%»

y ie ld

Ask f o r ( ’ i r c u l a r T H -193

THE NATIONAL CITY
COMPANY

Correspondent Offices in 31 Cities
B o s to n — 10 S t a t e Street
Telephone— 5530 Fort H ill

HBgxiaraswj 'u

j- ^'pammouIID Pulu . -

POTATOES

ness.

Local buyers are offering $2.85 per
barrel with few if any being hauled
in.
The New York market is dull, the
supply bein more than the demand,
and prospects of higher prices are not
encouraging.

Mr. McCarthy was also an active an orchestra.
SAVE member of
Houlton
Council
No.
187’., Knights of Columbus.
(Continued from page 1 i
, He is survived by his widow, who
ture.
before marriage was Miss Jennie Mc
GRANGE FLOUR MILL
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Gellerson return
Laughlin: and one son, Francis also tilin' without the slightest danger of
ed Monday from Boston where they
two sisters, Mrs. Jas. Hannigan and getting the grists mixed--from the
have been for the past month with rel
Mrs. John C. McCluskey, all of this packing bin the flour is conveyed to
atives.
town.
the machine which packs flour into
H. J. Chandler C. E. who is doing a
The Red Cross desire to thank the ! Funeral services were held from St. paper, cloth, sacks, or bids, accurately
Job of engineering work at Van Buren,
committee in charge of the supper Mary’s Church Sunday afternoon, con ( weighed, at no time since the wheat
spent Christmas at home with his
and dance at the Elks’ building last ducted by Rev. P. M. Silke, and were berry entered the mill until it is pack
flunlly.
|Friday, and also, the people of Houl'attended by a large number of friends ed having been touched by human
Houlton Camp 8956 M. W. of A. will
ton‘ who were so generous in provid |Houlton Council K. of C., and tho hands.
hold a regular meeting on Friday
ing the articles solicited.
Almost
Houlton Fire Department attended in ! The motive power for the new mill
evening, Jan. 3. A large attendance
without exception every one who was a body and followed his remains to is supplied by electric motors 70
is desired.
asked, promised, and every one who their last resting place in Evergreen horse power in all being used— two 20
Mrs. Margaret E. Bull, with her
promised, fulfilled.
! 1Cemetery.
H. P. motors being used in the feed
daughters, Misses Amy and Nellie,
Especial thanks are also due to the (
mill
the others placed conveniently
i To his bereaved family the sympa
pud son, Herschel, spent Christmas
Houlton Lodge of Elks, who thus for
thy of many friends is extended.
with her sou, at McAdam Jet.
the second time, by donating the use
B A N K R U P T ’S P E T I T I O N FOR
Guy Tin gifty has received honorable
---------S A V E ----------of their club house, have made it 1
D IS C H A R G E
discharge from his military duties af possible for the Red Cross to secure
In the matter of
!
ter several months training and re
Jo se p h H a r t
In I ’.a a k !" p n , .
this much needed help.
j
turned to his home here last week.
Bankrupt I
--------- S A V E ----------j Not all our readers are acquainted
Mrs. Geo. H. Mooers of Ashland was
with the fact that one of our esteem-, To tiie Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for
Ml town one day last week the guest
ed citizens has received recognition i
the District of Maine.
> S M I I sb . M h m b Chandler, Heywiod St.
at the hands of his employers which
J( i S K l ' H
HART
of
\V a s !i b u r ri
Food Administrator
Hoover,
i n necessitates his removal from our in the
County
of
Aroostook,
and
r iw
State of Maine, in said District respect
Euflppe
arranging
relief
for
the
peo
town.
t» Nova Sootla.
fully
r r p n scuts, that on the
dt h
day
The entertainment which was to ples Of the war devastated territories,! For several years Mr. Ernest Alex o f X o v m n b e r , l ast p a s t , h e w a s d u l y
have been given in Salvation Army has reifysed in emphatic terms to dis- ander has been connected with the of adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
that
Hall, Dec. 26 th, will take place on cuas German food conditions with fice of Chief Engineer. Mr. Moses Bur Congress relating to Bankruptcy;
January 2. Tickets sold for the 26th Baron Voti Der Lancken and Dr. Rieth pee, of the B. & A. Railroad. By his he has duly surrendered all his property
and
rights of property,
and has
fully
who sought! a meeting with the Food unfailing devotion to his duties he has
w in he good on Jan. 2.
complied with
all the requirements of
Houlton friends of Geo. Mayo, the Administrator
proven himself worthy of the confi said Acts and of the orders of Court
In answer to' the request for a con dence of those in authority over him, touching his bankruptcy.
pepnlar B. and A. conductor will be
W h e r e f o r e he p r a y s , That he may be
glad to learn of his promotion to the ference, Mr. Hoaver sent this mes and they have manifested their appro decreed by the Court to have a full dispetition of Train Master for the So. sage :
ciation by promoting him to a higher charge from all debts provable against
“ You can describe two and a
Division of the B. A A.
position, all his friends are glad that his estate under said bankruptcy Acts.
half years of arrogance toward
The many friends of Mrs. Oscar A.
hiS worth has won for him the larger except such debts as are excepted by
law from such discharge
ourselves and cruelty to the Bel
Benn sympathize with her in the ac
place.
I >.
Dated this 7th day of December,
gians
in
any
language
you
may
cident which occurred early Christmas
Mr. Alexander has oyer been a be 1918.
select, and tell the pair personally
JOSEPH HART.
so rn in g , while walking on the ice she
liever in the best things for our town,
Bankrupt
to go to hell with my compliments.
pupped and broke both bones of her
always ready to associate himself
If
I
do
have
to
deal
with
Germans
O
R
D
E
R
O
F
N
O
T
I
C
E
T
H
E
R
EON
arm.
with those wiio seek its good
No
District of Maine, Northern Division, ss
it will not be with that pair.”
The marriage of Miss Alice M. Pat
good cause has fa iled to receive a
On this L'Stli day of December A. D.
---------S A V E ---------ten, daughter o f William Patten of
quick response from Mm to its apon reading the foregoing petition,
this town and Forest H. Bridges of
peals. He has been associated in his ' It Is Old Town took place in Woodstock,
At the last regular meeting of the religious interests with the Gov.grega O r d e r e d by t h e C o u r t , That a hearing
Oa Sunday. They will reside in Houl- N. E. O. P. the following officers were tional Church, acting as Supt of *he he had up<m the same <>n the 7th day
of Februa r.\ . A . D. t:U9, D.o'. .r<- said Pourt
elected for the ensuing year.
tea.
Sunday School for several years, amt
Bangor in said District,
Northern
Louis Newhouse, U. S. N. R. who is
Past Warden, Alice M. Smith
teaching successive classes of its grow Division at 10 o’clock in the forenoon;
la the Quartermaster’s Dept, at the
Warden, Sadie Smith
ing boys. One of the busiest and most and that notice thereof be published in
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
Newport, R. I. training station spent
Vice Warden, Annie E. Newell
hard working men, he has yet been . in said Dtstriot, Northern Division, and
Christmas here, the guest of father,
Se’cy., Mary J. Briggs
glad to serve the best things in bi-s [ that all known creditors and other per9. Newhouse, returning to his duties
Fin. Sec. Annie B, Hutchinson
, sons in interest, may appear at the said
quiet, but effective.
time and place, and show cause, if any
Treasurer, Idella Stover
Friday.
We wish Mr. Alexander the greatest they have why the prayer of said petiChaplain,
Ethel
Lowrey
Next Sunday at 4 o’clock there will
success n his new position, and among ttoner should not be granted.
Guide, Bertha Ca se
he a N ew Year Song Service at the
his now associates, and shall continue A n d It is F u r t h e r O r d e r e d by t h e C o u r t ,
Guardian, Cora L. Davis
C o n g l Church. The music both in into expect that other good things may That (he Deputy ( ’lerk shnll send by
mail to ali k n o w n creditors copies of said
Sentinel, Ambrose Wright
■dividual and collective numbers will
be awaiting him. Mr. Alexander ex petition and this order, addressed to
Trustees
for
three
years:
T.
,1
.
Fox,
he of the best. The public cordially
pects to locate permanently in Ban them at their places of residence as
W. W. McDonald, C. C. Newell.
lavited.
gor. whore he is at present, but the stated.
Witn es s the Honorable Clarence Hale,
• Leonard McNair, U. S. N. R. who ^ Installation after the next regular family owing to school interests of the
Judge
of the said Court, and the seal
I
meeting
on
Jan.
:’
>
rd.
Entertainment
has been connected with the hospital
children may remain in Houlton until sion of said l ustr a; , m Hie L’Stli day of
Gerps at Portland and later in Boston jhnd refreshments. All come.
sprin g.
December. A. I* ! a l s
has been released from active duty . Mrs. Osgood Smith and Miss Alary
(D. S )
W I L L I A M M. W A U R D N .
Mr.
Alexander
spent
Christmas
with
were elected delegates to
and placed on the reserve list, arrived j Briggs
A true copy of petition and order t h e r e o n
his
family,
returning
to
Bangor
Thurs
; Grand Lodge session in Lewiston, on
heme for Christmas.
Attest:
W I L L I A M M. W A R H K N ,
day.
1April 2nd, 1919.
Deputy Clerk.
Messrs. R. W. Shaw and Herschel
Shaw went to Augusta Monday night
to attend the opening of the Legisla

u

WEEK OF DECEMBER 30,1918
MONDAY
C H A R L IE C H A P L IN
“V O D A V IL ”
W M . S. H A R T in “ Horns and Hoofs”
MACK S E N N E T T FAST COM ED Y

APPRECIATION

TUESDAY
MARY

“The

L ittle Princess”

WEDNESDAY
E N I D B E N N E T T in
“ The

fe rria g e

Ring”

THURSDAY
D O U G L A S F A I R B A N K S in
“ Modern Musketeers”

FRIDAY

A PROMOTION

;

P IC K F O R D in

P A U L IN E

F R E D E R IC K

in
“ Fedora”

HOOVER HAS THE
RIGHT IDEA

SATURDAY
MACK

S E N N E T T FAST COMEDY
U. S. G O V E R N M E N T W A R R E V I E W
U N IV E R S A L W E E K L Y
P A R A M O U N T -B R A Y CARTOON
H E A R T S OF T H E W O R L D
J A N U A R Y 6, 7, 8

— AT THE —

DREAM
(L

N. E. 0. P. ELECTS OFFICERS

-------- S A V E ----------

I

BOWLING AT THE
i
MEDUXNEKEAG CLUB j

. 4

3

DAYS

JANUARY

D a i l y M a t i n e e a t 2:00
— E very

Patriot

fiT

7; 8

E v e n i n g a t 8:00

c A m e r ic a n

S h o u ld

See —

DREAM THEATRE

Hearts of the World

j

One of the most interesting side- j
At the annual meeting of Rockabea a Lodge No. 78, I. O. O. F. held Dec. lights on the personality of David ;
31th the following officers were elect- Lloyd George, Prime Minister of Eng- :
land, has just come to view since the !
Guy C. Porter, Noble Grand
: arrival in America of D. W. Griffith, j
Alex Gumming, Vice Grand
I the famous producer of “Hearts of the
C. B. Atherton, Secy.
i World” coming to the Dream Theatre
3 days, Jan. 6— 7— 8, 1919.
F. W . McGary. Treas.
J. Q. Adams, G. B. Hunter, and B. B.
Undoubtedly the greatest statesman j
Melatyre, Trustees.
in England today, Prime Minister and j
It was voted to hold public installs- Premier of the W ar Cabin jt directing |
'tfttn exercises on Thursday evening, the participation of Great Britain. !’ .in
Jan. I , when D. D. Grand Master, W .
JS. L e w is Win officiate.
A committee wae appointed to ar
range for a suitable program tor the
oecasslon to be followed by a supper
mad smoker.

Special Extraordinary Attraction

------- S A V E ---------

Mary Pickford, the Artcratt star,
The bowling committee has ar j who recently scored a tremendous
ranged a game for this Wednesday success In "Rebecca of Sunnybrook
t ig ht at 7.30 that will probably fill the Farm,” will again portray a delightful
j role of child life when she appears at
bleachers.
"The"01d boys” whose ages have the Dream today in h r next Artcraft
paused the forty year mark have picture, "The Little Princess,” which
challenged a team of younger mem is a screen version by Frances Marion
of the book by the well know Anglobers tor a match for the suppers.
A fter giving the line up the "once American novelist, Frances Hodgson
-over” we can assure the rooters Its Burnett.
The picture was produced at the Artgalng to be a game that none will
craft studios in California under the
want to miss.
direction of Marshall Neilan, who is
---------S A V «3 ---------the director of a number of Miss Pick- ,
ford’s successes.
|

ROCKABEMA LODGE NO. 78
1 .0 .0 . F. ELECTS OFFICERS

Dream Theatre

H o u lt o n
M a in e

the present campaign, David Lloyd ;
George has found time to devoite the ;
greater part of an entire morning to j
discussing motion pictures in general
and the production of “ Hearts of the
W orld” in particular.
,

Beauty of Design and Individuality in
appearance an' characteristic features
of all our

/

‘Jewelry

\
Watches,

Clocks,

Silver

and

Plated

Ware, Cut Glass, Leather Goods, etc.
The reputation of our store and the
steady growth of our business are the
result of a policy to supply to our pat
rons high grade goods at a moderate
price.

Gifts purchased at Perry’s arc lasting
and because of their richness and ele
gance of design constitute a continual
remembrance of the donor.

T h e M o st W o n d e r fu l, M a s s iv e a n d In s p ir in g

y . I) . P e r r y
JEW ELER
Who

has

and

served

OPTOMETRIST
you

for 25 years

Market Square, HOULTON,

MAINE

S p e c t a c le e v e r s h o w n o n th e S c r e e n

Entertaining

and

Instructive

------------------------ S P E C I A L P R I C E S ------------------------E v e n i n g s 25 a n d 50

M a t i n e e s 25c
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It would be many fold as efficient i f , activity in every direction. While the
it were organized and directed Lo.u a ; question of final disposition of the
railroads is being settled, the Director
central point— as the war v;a.\
The industrial part of the Nation is General could start a victorious offenmade up of two forces— the proprietor sive if he would set out aggressively
and the laborer— and by the laborer and make the improvements (with two
is meant not only the man who works years’ time at his disposal which the

FINANCIAL LETTER

en access as freely as possible to the faith in the belief in progress

French universities and other estate
U we place the people who pay
lishments for higher education faculifilg h ts on the one side and the rail*
ties of arts, sciences, medicine and
roads as a business machine on the
law.
Ecole des Beaux-Arts.
The
other, wc find that for a period of ten
technical schools, commercial and agyears or moro the freight rates charg
ric:.Rural schools in Paris and in the
ed are far fcslow what they should
with his hands, or his hands and head ; present control give. > on the same provinces would be thrown open to
have been to give the roads a just prolike the mechanic and artisan, but un-i scale as he has recommended if five themwith all their resources for study:
44 or even to keep them out of bank
tier this division comes the great eleri-j years’ trial were granted.
laboratories, collections, libraries, etc.
ruptcy. If now the raise in rates is
cal force as well. In fact, all those
That the supply of free money among
“Along with the American students,
higher than appears Justified, it is be
workers for wages who have no in- the people is large, is shown by the officers as well as privates, every
cause an advance of 10 per cent.
university would admit at
torest,— that is, no participation— in j great volume of holiday trade, which French
Should have been granted in 1906,
the profits of business, are the labor- it is said was the largest on record, least one American professor who
'rrhen the roads asked for it and needers.
land by the fact that savings hanks re- would lecture in English on subjects
ad it to make both ends meet. Since
And between these and the proprie- port remarkable increase in deposits, concerning his own specialty and have
that year practically no advances have
tors there Is a line drawn which breaks j Two reasons are given for this: that charge of American military students
been permitted by the Interstate Com
“As to the bulk of the American exup the unity of effort in this great money hoarded during the war is com
mission— at least none that were not
movement to restore the country to ing out, and that the thrift campaigns peditionaryforces. all French teachers
negligible; on the contrary, rates have
are bearing fruit.
Deposits are in available near American camps and
peace prosperity.
been reduced.
This is the line between labor and creasing in the country banks also, cantonments would be placed at your
So that there is now due the roads,
disposal to teach PYeneh. Visiting par
capital— the gap which, if it were and the same explanation is given
aa a matter of justice, all the benefits
bridged, would remove a large part of of hoarded money (drawn out when ties of Fiem h lecturers n ight also lect
which would have accrued if the ad
' special
the doubts and anxieties attending we entered the war) being now rcturn- ure' in English on questions o 1
vance of 10 per cent, had been made
interest."
this resettlement of business on after rd from its hiding places.
in 1906. In the twelve years this
J. S. BAC’lf F & CO.
war lines.
Fullest Co-operation
would by now have amounted to 120
S A Y F -------Co-operating
W
it
h
Labor
per cent more net earnings on the
“Our educational system has keen
average of these intermediate years
perturbed by this war, but all its re
If this line could be obliterated it FRANCE OFFERS FREE USE
o f business, or, in roughly estimated would make the movement a unified
sources at hand are at your disposal
OF EDUCATIONAL RESOURES and it is the desire' of our nation that
round numbers in the neighborhood one, and so powerful would this unity
TO OUR BOYS OVERSEAS you make use* of them. Should you
of $3,500,000,000 and if the roads had become that its progress would be ir
Andre Tardieu, high commissioner accept this principle of co-operation,
received these earnings we can imag resistible.
ine how different would have been the
How can this be brought about? of Franeo-American affairs, has cabled which the French government is hap
situation when we entered the war.
Might not the solution he brought Secretary Baker from Paris offering to py to put forward our representatives
nearer by some form of Participation? place the educational resources and would be> ready with the representa
Twelve'Years of Unfair Treatment
If every wage-earner were given a per facilities of the French government at tives appointed by you in France, to
Railroad credit during all those
centage-interest in the profits and a the disposal of American soldiers in study a common line of activity.
yearavvould have been of the highest
“This program cannot be stated de
percentage of representation, in cor ihe army of occupation, and of those
instead of growing worse from year to
porations, on the board of control, or who will be delayed in returning home finitely before tin total number of
year until it had practically disappear
the natural difficulties of American students is know to us and :
in the case of firms, through regular through
ed. That character of credit would
conferences as to management, he transportation.
information obtained as regards the1
have enabled the roads to keep im
Special opportunities will be given branch of study they wish to follow.
would at once be converted into a partprovements, extensions
and equip“While working for her own recon
proprietor, however small such a par American college students with the
ment up to the highest efficiency.
army, and an opportunity to learn struction.
France will gladly devote
ticipation might be.
There would have been no such conIf thus Labor and Capital, by becom French would be afforded all American some of her resources to help develop
geation and collapse as occurred when
ing co-proprietors, could be unified, soldiers. Secretary Baker has not yet the professional and civic value of the
Jthe war activity rolled up and when it
the great labor problem would ap- replied to the offer.
American citizens who fought with her
became necessary for the Government
proacl momentously near a solution.
“The American people," said Mr. Tar- sons to make the world safe for democto take the transportation business of
It will be no easy matter to bring dieu’s message, “are looking forward to j racy. For more than a century the two
the country over to save it from phy
about, at once, such relations.
The the prompt return to the United States democracies have put their common
sical and financial breakdown.
breach has been so long unhealed that of the army which with such remarkSo there Is every reason for the 25
bitterness and hatred have developed able speed came to increase the numper cent, increase ordered by Mr. Me
and to an extent which may only slow- her of the champions of right.
A l
Adoo, which is now in effect, and pos
ly yield to the remedy, amicably ar- though your government is doing all
sibly for even a further increase, un
rived at.
Both Capital and Labor that is necessary to hasten this re:B U Y
til snch time as the roads are once
must concede something.
Conferen- turn as much as possible, the limitamore on their feet. But if the roads
ces of a friendly nature, which will tion in the means of transportation on
were now turned back to their owners
show desire for fair play and for the the one hand, and the necessities of
I
it ia almost certain that measures
real well-being of the working class, occupying enemy country on the other
would be immediately inaugurated to
WAR SAVINGS ^TAMPS
will delay materially the bringing
should eventually succeed.
reduce these rates drastically and
I S S U E D EY T H E
home of all your troops.
T he Business W orld
U N IT E D S T A TE S
aven to relegate the roads promptly
“The French government knows the
GOVERNMENT.
j
to the starvation schedule of charges
Generally speaking, stocks of goods
care you have taken of the intellectual
on which they were before operating throughout the country are low. This
and moral interests of your army. The
and which was carrying them to des is one of the saving factors in the situ
efforts of the Y. M. C. A. and of all the
truction. Bankruptcy and panic would ation. There will later on— perhaps
organizations
which have devoted
follow.
soon— be increased demand for goods,
themselves to the comfort and moral
but in the meantime manufacturers
Itoada entitled to Improvement at
welfare of the American soldiers have
will not make up lines except as order
been a source of inspiration to all
Government Expense
ed and buyers will not order at pre
The railroads of the country are en sent prices hoping for lower ones. Frenchmen who have watched their
titled to the $3,500,000,000 which they Temporarily, then, the action becomes results.
“With a view to expressing her
would have earned had the 10 per cent hand-to-mouth in its development.
gratitude
to the American soldiers who
Increase been granted in 1906. They
But some prices will not decline in
have
come
to fight oil her soil, our
may have been entitled to a larger the near future. Those things which
percentage of Increase, and, conse contribute to living needs of the mas country desires to associate herself
quently, to larger amount of earnings. ses, continue in large daily demand. with the educational work which has
A t any rate, Mr. McAdoo is far with High wages have made luxuries and been conducted with such success in
vour a rm v.
in the figures when he says: “It is of plenty necessities.
Necessity is an
thp utmost importance to the com elastic word. Necessities of life in
W o u ld Open U n iv e r s it ie s
merce, Industry and life of the Ameri this country are not what, if denied,
“The scheme that we would propose
can people that a comprehensive pro would produce starvation, hut are would be as follows:
gram of Improvements to railroad pro those things which the people think
"American college men would be givperties shall be carried over a period they must have and are willing to pay
o f at least five years. Such a program for, and the list is a long one and the
Involve expenditures of at least demand for them widespread.
De
MKM>,000per annum, or $2,500,000,- mand is what keeps prices from fall
for the five-year period.”
ing.
And this is one powerful argument
And high prices for those commodi

education. The training in com
both the American and French
generation will be one more r ,
why the long standing friend^
which has been so magnificently alted by the

battles

fought

side

j
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f$ r coqfiffuing the Government eon- ties which are considered necessary,
\ jfefet until at least a permanent safety- will keep wages high.
can be evolved which will allow
Every day brings us nearer the per
iu private hands to earn
iod when the new demands of peace
to maintain their credit in the
projects will begin to assert themsel
after It has been restorves.
AOF Government expenditure; which
And every day the energy and abil
r«Bfcbl* them to keep their physi
cist condition up to the needs of the ity of business brains all over the
after it has been brought country are being applied intensely, to
and adapt facilities
to
there and to keep abreast of those i reorganize
■ ro d s’ fit the country continues to : Peace business- Scrapping war m a
chinery is a hardship, both physical
grew
There is no question that these ex- and financial. There are many wound
Iditnroa Should be made by the Gov- ed, but the work goes steadily on and
e n m emt
i and paid for out of the earn- thus far little evidence of distress.
It is unfortunate that the railroad
which will go to the Government
net w
hi excees of rentals paid the owners problem has launched itself into the

A a far aa Government ownership is
concerned, pre doubt whether the peo
ple /who use the roads would fall in
love with It After a few years’ trial of |
Government control, because it will be ;
nearly Impossible to get real highetnas, satisfactory public service, un4 « r any political system. Such service
l i bound to deteriorate the longer It is
j The McAdoo plan would be most
practicable if made elastic— that is,
omttlnuance of Government control to
li s t ro t over five years, and if a final
aatlsfiictory plan could be arranged In
three yeara or thereabouts, control to
terminate.
Unity In Readjusting Industry
One thing the w ar has- done for the
United Stales is to develop a spirit of
national ufiity. W hen a nation of 110
a? people unites o n ’ a single
aa w e did on the purpose of
helping to win the war, the result is
irresistible.
N o w that the object has practically
been accomplished, we are a d r i f t
again, to a certain extent at least, as
regard* onr population as a whole. But
a groat proportion of its brains and
- energy has taken up a new campaign.
Y rh e industrial portion is bending its
l|ffoxts to putting the country’s busifipss on a successful peace basis.
%There is no directing head for this
fiMvement as there was for winning

th e h v a t ‘ •
lttts m vastly extended movement of
k m m uni effort.

TOUR HEART
IT ’S Y O U R K ID N EYS

Kidney disease is no respecter ol per
sona. A majority of the ills afflicting
people today can be traced back to
kidney trouble.
Th e kidneys are the most important
organs of the body.
They are the
fllterers, the purifiers, of your blood.
Kidney disease is usually indicated by
wenriness, sleeplessness, nervousness,
despondency, backache, stomach trou
ble, pain in loins and low er abdomen,
nail stones, gravel, rheumatism, sciatica
and lumbago.
All these derangements are nature’s
signals to warn you that the kidneys
need help.
Tou should use GOLD
M E D A L Haarlem Oil Capsules imme

diately. The soothing, healing oil stim
ulates the kidneys, relieves inflamma
tions and destroys the germs which
have caused it. Do not wait until to
morrow. Go to your druggist today and
insist on GOLD M E D A L Haarlem Oil
Capsule*.
In twenty-four hours you
should feel health and vigor returning
and will bless the day you first heard
of GOLD M E D A L Haarlem Oil.
After you feel that you have cured
yourself, continue to take one or two
capsules each day, so as to keep in
first-class condition ard ward off the
danger of other attaokt.
Ask for the original Imported GOLD
M E D A L brand. Three (fixes. Money re 
funded if they do not help you.

Rl

ANSWERS THE FIRST ALARM
AN OLD

! Prompt Use of the Standard Remedy

FAMILY DOCTOR’S

BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL

FAVORITE
PRESCRIPTION
Liberal Bottles.
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W ill check a sudden chill, cough or
cold and often prevent more serious
results. Keep it in the house. THR
B E S T E M E R G E N C Y REMEDY.

Non-Alcoholic All Drug^ and General Stores

Go.

40H
r ‘v-'v.-t -v
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HOW PEOPLE CAN
MORE MONEY
Save before spending, -ather
ter. When you receive your
it is advisable to place a
amount to your credit at the bank each
week, rather than to wait to save the
residue.
Begin the good work now
by startnig an account with the Houlton Savings Bank.
Dividends at the rate of 4 % per annum
have been paid fo r the past nine years

HoitTON Savings B
HO U LTO N , M A I H E

And He Got Well and Strong;
That’s True

bath ? Better results are obtained by taking, before
bed-time Lane’s cold and grip Tablets. They are
pleasant to take, and you will wake up in the morn
ing surprised at the amount o f relief obtained.
Thousands use them and they are guaranteed.
Sold by druggists everywhere.

ir T T lO T

burglui

MOTHER GAVE
THIS DELICATE
CHILD VINOL

Monaca, Pa.— “ M y little boy, w a a
is the youngest of three, was weak,
nervous and tired all the time, so he
was most unfit at school, and noth
ing seemed to help him. I learned
of Vin ol and gave it t ; him. It Inn
restored hi a health and strength and
he has gained in vecijiA.”— I.Irs.
arena. Railroad buying conducted on Frederick Sommers, Monaca, Fa.
]
o f the roads.
Vinol i3 a constitutional c ed imer
the scale to meet up-to-date railroad
Fear of Government Ownership
needs, would alone bridge over any in and iron remedy for delicate, wer.'-,
ailing children.
Formula ca every
Unwarranted
terim of hesitation in business, and bottle, so y u '
- ,
There would probably be no objec would
quickly stimulate
industrial ing them/ Ch.ilJten ieve it.
tion to the McAdoo plan if It were not
f f i T v the- Bugaboo of Government OwnD o you enjoy hot lemonade and a blistering foot
trship. It la a straight, sane, business

Proposition.

OVERLOOK SECU,
your valiiab; '
thus remow
them from the temptation of
and placing them beyond the reach <.t
fire. The right place for them is in
our File and Burglar Proof Vault
when* you can rent a Safe Deposit
Box tor .*“.00 and
per year

Cattle Buying For
Sw ift & C om pany
Swift & Company buys more than 9000 head of cattle
on an average, every market day.
Each one of them is “sized up” by experts.
Both the packer’s buyer and the commission salesman must
judge what amount o f m eat each animal w ill yield, and how fine it
w ill be, the grading o f the hide, and the quantity and quality o f the fat.
Both must know market conditions for live stock and meat
throughout the country. T h e bu yer must know where the different
qualities, weights, and kinds o f cattle can be best marketed as beef.
I f the buyer pays m ore than the animal is worth, the packer loses
money on it. I f he offers less, another packer, or a shipper or feeder,
gets it a w a y from him.
I f the seller accepts too little, the live-stock raiser gets less than
he is entitled to. I f he holds out for more than it is worth, he fails
to make a sale.
A variation o f a fe w cents in the price per hundred pounds is a
m atter o f vital importance to the packer, because it means the
difference between profit and loss.

Swift & Company, U. S. A
Houlton Local Branch, 74 Bangor Street
H. E. Mishou, Manager
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out the conservation tion to feel that no extraordinary sacExpenses fo r Y e a r
Glass said, another Liberty Loan must
3sted by the Govern- rifice in the use of sugar is required
Government expenditures, including
issued before the end of the fiscal
of our people until further notice.
transactions in the principal of the year next June, the sale of war savonomy sometimes grows
“ Until Mr. Hoover's return, the Food putjiic debt, during the current fiscal inSs stamps and certificates must be
Sarsaparilla For a Tima like This,
After Influenza, the Gri|»,
if this service works
un- Administration will outline no definite year up t0 an(j including Dec. 16, when Pushed
most energetically
and the
anges in our manner of liv -, campaign of saving on any specified
Qjass assumed office, have exceed- habitsformed during thewar must be
W hen pure blood, rebuilt strength
ill think of those who have .commodities. A gieat deal wiil de$9,600,000,000, the secretary said in continued,
and regulated bowels are essential.
dr lives for their country and pend upon the supplies which are reviewing the financial status of the
------- SAVE ------In the after-effects o f influenza,
whose homes have been
de- j found available in the various coun-government. Expenditures for NovemShakespeare Up to Date
the grip and other prostrating dis
. W e will be glad to hear j tries of Europe and in the arrange- ,)e r w e r e n e a r l y two billion dollars for
An American lady at Stratford-on- eases, H o o d ’s Sarsaparilla has re
e, too can serve in satisfying : merits which are made with the Allied December up to and including the 16th,
Avon showed even more than ihe us markable health-helping effect.
nunger in renewing their cour- j Food Council.
It expels the poisons that have
exceeded one billion dollars.
ual American fervor for everything
and in reestablishing t h e i r j
“ The people of America are urged
weakened and depleted the blood,
The proceeds of the Fourth Liberty Shakespearian she came across. She
causing pallor, anemia, flabby flesh
ues.”
'to eliminate waste rigidly.
This adLoan so far received have all been t
and lax muscles. It is the standard
I
had
not
recovered
when
she
reached
fhis pledge and resolutions endors- j vice applies to all foodstuffs, ineludspent. Mr. Glass said, and the remain
blood remedy with a successful rec
jg it have been adopted by all organ- ing sugar, from which the necessary
ing installments will be needed to I the railway-station, for she remarked ord o f nearly fifty years.
izations affiliated with the Maine Fed-i and artificial restrictions have now
meet maturing Treasury certificates j t o n friend as they walked on the
M any people need a fine, gentle,
eration of W om en’s Clubs, the Wo- been removed.”
easy cathartic in these trving times.
of indebtedness. .More than half of i pl at f orm :
g men’s Christian Temperance Union,
Urge Use of Substitutes
W e recommend H o o d ’s Pills, used in
the estimated expenditures of the gov | “ To think that it was from this very
for the various Chapters of the D. A. It.,
As the Government will be unable
the best families, an d equally effec
ernment for the current fiscal year re
platform the immortal bard would de tive with delicate women or robust
this and other patriotic organizations. The to buy all the substitutes now in the
cently placed at eighteen billion dol
more women as housewives, were asked by hands of bakers and dealers, consum
part whenever he journeyed to tow n !” men. Easy to take, easy to operate.
lars by Mr. McAdoo, have been spent
but a ; the Food Administration to remain ers and bakers are being requested by
in the first five and one-half months.
long Ger- mobilized until the Allies and the the Maine Division of the Food AdminHills for production of war materials
liberated millions of Europe are fed. ' istration to continue to use a small
which had reached the peak at the
>que city, quiet The necessity for carrying out Ain eri-; percentage of substitutes until pretime the1 armistice was signed, must
. ond even French ca’s food pledge of tweniv million ; sent stocks have beer exhausted. This
fie paid and the great expense of de
has water and gas tons for the relief of more than :h)h ! will relieve the Government of the ex
mobilizing the army met.
alts, but no street rail- million hungry people of the world is i penses of handling these substitutes
In v i e w of these facts S e c r e t a r y
_w places of amusement recognized by every man. woman and and tb.e overburdened railroads will
normal times. It lies in the child in Maine.
I not be required to transport them.
« of an agricultural and grazing
While Germany has been defeated
It has been suggested by the Nation
LIBEL FOR DIVORCE
rict. is quite a seat of education hunger still reigns in Europe. In Po- al linkers’ Service1 Hoard that bakers |
.d historically very interesting, as land and Serbia hardly a child is left in each community pool their substi-jTo the Hon. Justice of the Supreim
indeed is every city of its age in alive. The velds are weed-chocked or Antes and enter into a mutual ayree- Judicial Court, next to lie held at Cari: bou, in the County of Aroostook and
France.
churned and scarred from the millions [ment to use a specified percentage un [State of Maine:
There are really two Chaumonts, 0f shells, and those who formerly til- til all the substitutes on band have j Henjamin F. Marie)- of Smyrna, in
the ancient town with its narrow, led thes6 fields lie on a hundred battle- lietm absorbed.
[ said County of Aroostook, respectfully
represents that on the twenty-seventh
tortuous streets, its typical buildings fields.
SAVE
day of October. 1897 at Smyrna in said
with curious towers and buttresses
The women, who are the guardians
FIFTH LIBERTY LOAN CERTAIN County of Aroostook he was lawfully
and arches giving glimpses through 0f this country’s food reserves, have
married to Blanche Marley of Smyrna,
Confidence that the American peo in said Count) that ever since said
half opened gates or iron grills of been urged to remain in the service of
ple will in no wise relax their efforts time he has conducted himself toquaint gardens and quainter courts, the food army until they are mustered
toward mooting the government's im-■wards said Libelee as a faithful, true
Many of the streets are too narrow to out. Acceptance of simpler habits of
mediate financml requirements was j and affectionate husband hut that said
permit the passage of wheeled vehi- living and the daily yielding of indul, ,
,
|Libelee, regardless of her marriage
■* aSri
‘ j covenant and dutv, on the 20th dav of
cles and the big staff motor cars find genees is urged.
The prevention of e.xpiessed a\ societal)
difficulty in navigating the best of the famine in Europe, it is pointed out. is statement partially outlining the policy ^viarrli 1912, utterly deserted your Libeof the treasury under his administra- lant without cause, and that said deold town streets.
necessary to keep down revolt and
tion. I’lans for mooting government seition has continued to the pi ('sent
Extending outward on the high anarchy.
Serious results are predictinn', being more than three years,
expenditures
as have1 been outlined!))' that she been guilty of cruel and abu
plateau upon which the city is located ted should failure attend the request
former Secretary McAdoo, including sive treatment towards your libelant.
is a newer and more modern Chau- for continued food conservation.
That your Libelant has made dili
the
offering of another Liberty loan,
mont, a region of fine homes with ex
Removal of Restrictions
gent inquiry, but that the residence of
the
continuing
of
the
sale
of
war
sav
tensive
grounds
and
comfortable
said Libelee is unknown to your Libel
in view of the large number of in- jngs certificates and the retaining of
residences of the well-to-do and mid
ant, and cannot be ascertained by rea
dle classes.
Here the wide boule quiries as to the reasons for the re- organizations for the sale of such se- sonable diligence. That there is no
moval of restrictions upon the use of em-ities, will be carried out. In* said, collusion between them to obtain a
vards are treelined and parked.
sugar in households, and especially
“ i am sure that the Treasury de- divorce; but that your Libelant be
It is in this eastern part of the
lieves that said bonds of matrimony
froin the service of sugar in public partment can with confidence offer anplateau that general headquarters are
ought to he dissolved, wherefore he
located, occupying the French mili eatlng places, Federal Food Adminis-, other Liberty Loan ” said the state prays that a divorce may be decreed.
And your Libelant further prays
tary post turned over to the Ameri trator Leon S. Merrill has issued the mont, which was addressed to the
American people, ‘ and continue tin1 that ho may have the custody of their
cans by the French. Its three great b lo w in g statement,
minor children, named. Charles Marley
“ Since its inception, the Food Ad- sale of war savings certificates knowconcrete barracks and numerous les
aged 14 vears, Mary Marley. an adopt
ser buildings were renovated by the ministration’s policy has been to ad ing that the organizations will respond (1(j (.piiq agc<] 11 years.
B. F. MARLEY.
American staff, electric lights instal just its conservation requests with once more to the call for service and
Dated at Houlton. this 11th clay of
conservation necessities and the pub- will at once prepare the ground and
led, paint and whitewash called into
December, 1918.
play and now In rooms where once lie has shown its appreciation of this smv the seed so that the harvest may
Signed and sworn to before mo this
frankness
by
immediate
response.
j)e
abundantly
fruitful.”
; 11th day of December, 1918.
the poilus barracked the great head

NO TONIC LIKE HOOD'S

D e e p S k in s a n d F u r s

Wc arc headquarters
for highest Cash
Prices

H o u lto n H id e &
W o o l C om pany

Our Fine

Stylish
S taxion eiy
gives tone

to your
letters.

quarters staff works. Every office is
connected by telephone, the central
station being operated by American
girls.
The three large barrack buildings
iorm three sides of a great parade
ground. In the center building on
second floor are the offices of General
Pershing and no soldier’s work place
T ofiftf
and Its reception room are precisely
like every other office in the three
buildings. The walls are whitewashed »n d practically barren of ornament
-except for some Liberty Loan posters,
A plain flat topped oak desk stands
between the two windows and round
about a few plain yellow chairs. A
stove and a table against the wall
complete the furnishings.
Headquarters are situated on a
wide, tree-lined boulevard in the cen
te r of which between two more rows
o f fine old shade trees, is a spacious
walkway.
Until last Fourth of July
this was known as The Avenue de
Fort Lam bert but on Independence
Day, it was rechristened Avenue des

“It may astonish the public to know
that during the months of July, Aug.
September, October and November
this year, the American people saved
10 less than 775,000 tons of sugar over
.heir normal consumption. This con
servation,
of course
includes
the
amount of sugar saved by the restric
tions placed on confectionary and soft
« ^ ink products.
“f&fi: Food Administration’s object
in asking^/^r economy in the use of
sugar was l o insure a supply that
would be adequate to meet the needs
of the Allies wlhf» would have to depend On the sameksources as the United States so long As the war lasted,
It was necessary to take precautions
so that there would beK& certainty of
sufficient sugar through the year. W ith
the signing of the armistice the situation was immediately changed, just as
it was with all measures taken with
the needs of a continuing war in view.
As soon as the armistice made a
change in our program possible, the
restrictions were lifted.

W hile It is true that certain states
Etets Unis, General Pershing being on the eastern seaboard are still lackthe guest o f honor and making a ing a plentiful supply of sugar, it is
speech in acknowledement
of the also a fact that with the Cuban crop
eorirtesy done his country.
almost upon us, we have a large sur
A t the beginning of the Avenue
dee Etats Unis, which starts from a
tbeautiful little park Is a handsome
residence in which the commanderia-chtef made his home until last
sprtng. He then removed to a large
and
attractive chateau about five
miles from the city.
The fine old
castle lies in the beautiful valley of
the Marne, its spacious
grounds,
parks and walks making an ideal
home where he can have the seclu
sion his responsibllites require yet
but a few minutes by motor to his ofvees at headquarters.

plus of western beet sugar and Louis
iana cane sugar and it is quite per
missible to return to the normal use
of sugar wherever it is available. It Is
a great relief to the Focd Administra■■ . ..... —
■
—

D o n ’t wait until your
cold

develops Spanish

SETH S. THORNTON.
i

Justice of (fie lVace

140

Doctor’s
Formula
O v e r 100 Y e a r s o f S u c c e s s

JOHNSON’S
Anodyne LINIMENT
( Internal as well as External use)
A soothing, healing Anodyne that
speedily stops suffering. Wonder
fully effective for Coughs, Colds,
Grippe, Sore Throat, Cramps, Chills,
Sprains, Strains, and many other
common ills.

For more than a century humanity’s best

“ Friend in Need”

(L. S.)
AROOSTOOK, ss.
Supreme Judicial Court.
In vacation. Houlton. December 16th,
1918.
Ir. this action it is ordered by the
court that notice be given said Libelee
by publishing the libel and this order
of court three successive weeks in the
HOULTON TIMES a newspaper print
ed and published at Houlton. in said
County of Aroostook, the last publica
tion to he at least thirty days before
the next term of this court in said J
County of Aroostook to be held at
Caribou, in said county, on the first j
Tuesday of February, 1919: that she
may then and there appear and defend
if she sees fit.
LESLIE C. CORNISH,
Chief Justice of the Supreme Judicial
Court.
A true copy of libel and order of
court thereon.
Attest: Michael M. Clark, Clerk.

Beauty—Durability
These are marked features o f Barre Granite— features that
must be found in monuments that are toqndure for centuries.
Barre Granite is Nature’s choicest memorial rock. Y ou w ill
find it standing sentinel over the resting places o f thousands
— in cemeteries throughout the country and in all the bury
ing places o f this vicinity.

B roa d w a y P h a rm a cy
M a i n St.

F. O. H a n a g a n , P r o p .

Mr. Automobile Owner
Do you realize that your Battery Is the most
delicate part of your car; requires the most
attention, and when neglected Is one of the
big Items of expense in automobile upkeep?
We will take your battery, store it and give
It the proper attention, at rates as reason
able as is consistent with Intelligent service

M r . Automobile O w ner:
Do you know that thousands of dollars are
lost every year In Houlton alone by neglect
ing cuts, bruises and sun blisters on your
Tires? Bring them in this Fall and we will
not! only doctor them, but cure them, and
save you a big expense on tire upkeep

Let us show you specimens of it— also designs o f monuments cut from
■■i—
this beautiful stone, at prices to meat y o u r wishes.
■■■ —

BARRE GRANITE

K i d d e r & S h a n k s.
Kendall Street

Telephone 339

H O U L T O N G R A N ITE AND
MARBLE WORKS
H O U L T O N , M A IN E

Influenza or pneumonia.
Kill it quick.

------- S A V E ---------

it t

CONSERVATION SHOULD
BE CONTINUED CASCARA § ? QUININE
Practically every woman’s organiza
tion in Maine has pledged to aid the
'Food Administration in the new food
Standard cold rem ciy
23 year j— in tablet
form— safe, sure, r.o o .i,.tes— brea-.'j up a cold
program for W orld Relief.
Reports
in 24 hours— relieves r.ig> in 3 days. Money
received by Federal Food Administra
back i f it fails. The genuine box bno n Red t<—»
with Mr. Kill’s picture. A'. All Druj;
tor Leon S. Merrill show conclusively
that the women of this State intend
to remain in the ranks of the Food
Conservation Arm y until discharged
fro m the voluntary service by the Gov
ernment.
Remora that warning- cough or cold
“W e pledge to our best efforts to with Calcerbs (the calcium tablet).
They give strength to combat illness,
prevent waste and selfish use of food
druggists or from
B
C K M A N L A B O R A T O R Y , Philadelphia
teseryes. W e pledge our loyal cooperaManufacturers of Bckman’s Alterative.

Grow More Potatoes
With Less Labor
IKl*

A Tonic and
Health Builder

THE GROWTH OF HABIT
Robustness to many is almost entirely a
waiter of
die habit of taking care and die
consistent use of

The energizing properties of Scott's have been
proved In thousands of homes nearly everywhere.
The habit of using Scott** regularly at trying periods
as a means o f building u p strength and thwarting
weakness is a habit w ell worth cultivating.
Iky

ft— M is for Increased Strength.

---------

-

in ,

No One Was Ever Lost on a Straight Road
A careful study of this ad keeps you on n straight business road

W o o d —Soft 16-in. per cord $1 0 *0 0 .
Hard 16-in. per
cord $1 6 *0 0 , (4-ft. lengtl is $1 .5 0 less)
CO Hil— Nova Scotia, per ton $ 1 3 * 2 5
H A Y , delivered per cwt. $ 1
STRAW* delivered’ per cwt. 75c
O A T S , delivered per bu. $i
P O T A T O P S delivered, 1)1)1. J \v 3 °
T U R N I P S , delivered, per b 1)1.r 1 . 75
R e a l E s t a t e WeJJspecialize in furnishing a li.-A to suit
each individual'case. Notify us of your wants and we will
make a special list for your inspection free of charge.
P le a su re sh ou ld follow bu sin ess.

Be happy

by* d o in g

b u sin ess

Aroostook farmers, even with the great scar
city of farm labor, will raise the larger potato
crops needed. You can grow more potatoes
with lest labor if you use N ew England Potash
and Animal Fertilizers. MEAT, B L O O D and
BO NE are the animal Ingredients. They are
natural fertilizers themselves. Chemicals and
\ % Potash which is guaranteed to be soluble in
water are added. The result Is a dependable
fertilizer particularly u s e fu l for the potato
g r o w in g soil of Aroostook County. Many
Aroostook Farms need P o ta sh this season.
Give the N ew England Potash Fertilizers an
honest trial. Write for our literature and enter
your order early while we can supply you.
See our General Salesman, T. L. Marshall, Fort
Fairfield.
NEW

ENGLAND

FER TILIZER

CO.

B ranch Consolidated R endering Co.

Boston

Mass.

— ----------- ------- -------------------------- with — — --------------------------------------------

J .

F .

Str.
-----------M a in

T A C H L IilN r S
Hamilton-Bu*rnh am Block
Telephone 196-W, 2 6 1 - W -------

Houlton
—
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E N G LA N D
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SURROUNDING TOWNS
LITTLETON

a few weeks with her nunuei,

-urs.

Mrs. Bliss Bubar is confined to th e ' Annie Lincoln and other relatives.
In last weeks news there was an erLouse by tonsilltis.
ror,
it should have read Walter and
Mrs. Jas. Archibald of Houlton was
Eldon
Alexander, sons of Mr. and Mrs.
a recent guest of her sister, Mrs. J. D.
Fred Alexander, died Dec. 21 and 22nd.
Ross.
Mr. Cecil London and Mr. Allie
The Red Cross will meet n e x t
Slater and Willie Graham of Camp
Thursday P. M. a good attendance is
Devens, Mass, spent their Christmas
desired.
..............................
s and relatives
Mrs. W . O. Briggs and daughter, E d - ! furlough wlth tr,endf
here
na, who have been ill with influenza
! The sad news came here to the rela
are better.
tives of Mrs. Fred Alexander that she
Mrs. Sherman Craig of Mars Hill is
had passed away, Christmas morning.
the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
The people of this place extend their
Miles Libby.
sympathy to Mr. Fred Alexander in
John Tilley having received an hon
his great sorrow and trouble.
orable discharge is at home from a
southern training camp.
Edward Henderson
Otis and Eva Lilley of Fredericton,
Died in East Hodgdon, Dec. 10th..

Our Post Master, O E. Stewart will caller on friends in Oakfield Saturday
3lose his duties as P. M. on Tuesday afternoon, he spent Sunday with his
the last day of the year and Rev. A. daughter, Mrs. A. G. Bryenton,
of
B. Carter will be acting Post Master Dyer Brook.
until a new one is appointed.
1 Mr. Harold Shields returned home
The remains of Mr. John W. Walker from France. Wednesday noon in time
wtl0
at the Eastern Maine Hos-.to enjoy a Xmas dinner with his parpital at Bangor, Friday, arrived on Sat- . ents, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Shield’s. Mr.
ur(jay nGon train, and funeral services Shields served in the Aviation Dept.
were held at the Methodist Church j on the western front, and saw much
Saturday afternoon at two o’clock.
service. He was severely wounded in
Monticello Grange met on Saturday both arms list August.
and held election of officers as fol
On Tuesday night, Dec. 31st., at Mar
lows: Master, P. E. Bubar; Overseer, tin’s Theatre, will he featured the
Robt. H. Wood; Treasurer, S. P. "Bondman” a thrilling production from
Archibald; Lecturer, Guy C. Fletcher; the Fox Film Corporation of Now
Secretary, H. J. Melvin; Steward, B. York. On Friday night. Jan. 3rd, 1919,
E. Ramsey; Asst. Steward, Walter wo will continue the serial entitled
Melvin; Chaplain, Mrs. B. E. Ramsey; the “ Red A ce’’ together with a twoGate Keeper, Moses Mills;
Ceres, reel comedy, and the Animated W e e k 
Vesta Bubar Pomona, Mrs. Bobert ly, which none of the patrons can af
Wood; Flora, Mrs. Moses .’Mills; Lady ford to miss.
Asst. Steward, Mrs. Walter Melvin.
Mr. P. J. Garcelon has completed !
--------- S A V E ----------his Electric Light line from Smyrna
Mills to Oakfield. turning on the lights
A. N. Reed and family of Millinocket Saturday night for the first time. Mr. ;
L. F. Bishop has his house and Garage
passed the holiday season with rela
completely wired and is using the ser- (
tives in town.
vice, also the Oakfield Clothing Co. j
F. O. frock and wife were in Fort
Many are having their homes and i
Fairfield Xmas, the guests of Mr.
places of business wired for the new j
Crocker’s parents.
service. Much credit is due Mr. Gar- j
Miss Cordelia Townsend who is at
colon for his efforts in supplying the 1
tending Normal School at Presque
public with this much need electrical
Isle was home for the holidays.

LETTER B

HODGDON

I

Watson — Graham

-------- S A V E ---------

EAST HODGDON
The Ladles Aid of this place will
meet with Mrs. Clarence London on
Wednesday, Jan. 1.
Mrs. W ill Chapman of 3uncook, N.
H. has been visiting relatives In this
place for a few weeks.
Mrs. Stanley Thwaltes and family
o f Houlton were the guests of Miss
Lillian Brown for Christmas.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Turney and
family of Green road, N. B., were the
guests o f Mrs. Thomas Lloyd.
Mr. and Mrs. Matt Friel of Union
Corner, were the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. W illiam Atherton, recently.
Mr. and Mrs. W eldon Glldred and
family of Ludlow, spent Christmas at
their daughter’s, Mrs. Miles Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Dickinson of
Union Corner, N. B. were the guests
o f her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Grant on Christmas Day.
Mr. a rd Mrs. Leland Adams of Smyr
na and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dickin
son of Houlton were the guests of
Mrs. Annie Lincoln, Christmas

Mr. Walter Cone of the U. S. Ser- hPr home in thls Unvn'
vice spent Xmas with his parents, Mr. ' ^ r' and ^ rs Kingman Snell of ! A supper and Christmas's Tree ip,
and Mrs. M. W. Cone.
} Westfield and Mr. and Mrs. Walter French’s Hall on Christinas evening
j Slagar, of Houlton, wore Christmas was enjoyed by all presept. Among
----- SAVE
i guests of Mrs. Roscoe Snell of this thoi;e pre.-a-nt were Mr Fred Bither
town.
ami family of Houlton, Mrs. Sarah E.
Mrs. Clyde Thomas visited Mrs. O. i Mr. and Mrs T. J. Carpenter enter
Bither, M a u p 'v Bither and family.
L. Thompson Sunday.
tained at dinner, on Christmas, their Albert Young and family, Willis Bith
Pvt. Roland Hovey of Camp Devens children and grand-children to the
er and family. Mr. and Mrs. Clinton
called on relatives here Friday.
number of thirty-three.
\t dinner Merrow and baby, Ray Young and
Red Cross workers will meet with time Mrs. Carpenter found a pafkng •
family, Clarence Bither and family,
Mrs. Thomas Hamilton Thursday.
under her plate, on opening, it she Mr and Mrs. Clarence Gove and Mi
Mr. and Mrs. William Crane enter found tht it continued the sum of sixty
tained a number of relatives, Christ dollars which Santa GAkis had s.ylv ami Mrs. Will Finch and baby.
mas.
Aches and Pains of rheumatism an1j
hidden there
Harold McCain who has had influen
not permanently, nut only temporarily;
......— SAVE za at the Madigan hospital, carne home
relieved by external remedies.
Why,
Friday.
not use an internal remedy- Hiod's :
Rev. Kenyon conducted services at
Miss Vera J. Thompson returned to
Sarsaparilla, which corrects the acid- j
Ricker after spending the holidays at the Baptist Church Sunday.
itv of the blood on which rheumatism j
Mr. and Mrs. Ira E. Ruth spent
her home.
depends and cures the disease.
j
Xmas
with their son in Houlton.
__ _____
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. McGowan wen1
Mr. Ray \ oung ot Linneus was a
yjj Woodfird Hanson was called to
Christmas guests of Mr. and Mrs. W i l 
business caller in town Tuesday.
Zealand, N. B. last week by the death
liam Bagley.
Mr. and Mi.,. \. . L. .Jaihcws sp. nt
brothers, other members of the
Mary Hand, Faye Wilson, Lee Jami
son, and Elmer McConnell have re Xmas with his parents at St. Albans, faaij]y aj-(, seriously ill at this writ
Me.
turned to Ricker.
mg.
Airs. Frank E. Baker received beau
Pvt. Harold McGowen of Camp Dev
ens, spent Christmas with his aunt, tiful new Ivers & Pond piano for a
Xmas present.
Mrs. William Bagley.
Air. Guy E. Crosby has recently
There is a lot of Red Cross sewing
needed to be done, anyone wishing purchased three herd of thoroughbred
Here is a chance for the right man
to make money on his investment.
to help may get the work from Faye Holesteins for his farm.
100 acres of land, 70 acres cleared,
Air. Harry Herrick recently purchas
Thompson.
5°
cords of
Dorothy McCain, Amy Noyes, Laurel ed a two hundred and fifty dollar som^ lumber,

LUDLOW

OAKFIELD

MAPLE SPRING FARM
FOR SALE

„ ,

wood, and the woods clear to work
Thompson, Dwight Webb and Harry Columbia Vietrola from the L. B. BarTw o houses and one barn.
a great chance for two families to
Thomas have returned to Houlton ker Co.
Mrs. L. C. Teed returned home Sat- live and run the farm, as well as to
High School.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mooers of New urday from a weeks visit to Fort Kent seJi. ?/IaP^e Spring Water.
.
.
,
This famous spring goes with the
Limerick, Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Currie where she visited Airs. Thomas Pink- farT11
Everyone
drinks
Maple
Spring
and son, Clayton, of Houlton, and Mr. ham. her daughter.
News was received of the safe ar- Water,
and Mrs. Clyde Thomas and son, Har
Inquire of
ry, were Christmas guests of Mr. and rival at. Newport, Va., of Neal G. Gerrish, Wednesday.
His many friends
Mrs. James Longstaff.

..

... t

MONTICELLO

O. L. Good was in Houlton Tuesday
on business.
The Red Cross will meet this Tues
day afternoon at the home of Mrs. J.
M. Foster.
Southern
Aroostook and Penob
scot Pomona Grange will meet with
Monticello Grange January 16th.
Orrin Good has purchased the store
and stock of goods, of his brother, L.
C. Good, and took possession Friday.
Robt. Hare and Olin Melvin, who
were home from Camp Devens for the
j Christmas holidays, returned Satur
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Henderson and day.
Charles, of Green Road, N. B. spent
The Monticello Branch of the Red
their Christmas with Mr. and Mrs.
Cross, shipped last week to the Houl
Bite* Eagers.
ton Chapter, 38 prs. service socks, 5
Mrs. Mildred Roe and three child suits underwear, 21 sweaters, and 12
ren o f Haverhill, Mass., are spending suits pajamas.

MOVi
h

Dry G ock
Ladk
at 56 Main

The New Garment
Corner Main and Mechanu
O v e r H a lle t t -M c K e e n Co.

and

T. V . H o K
M e a t S «j»

Over two hundred pairs

American Lady
ana

rr 2tS

Regal

will be sold at two-thirds retail value
all up-to-date models

MOVED JA N U A R Y 1st
Sale Still Going On
Misses1and Children's Tan
Lisle Hose, 60c value

now 29c

Ladies1 white siik hose
$1 value,

76c

Ladies1white lisle hose
50c value,

36c

Ladies,1light blue hose, 50c valve,

26c

Red Cross $2 aprons
16c spool silk

$1.26
10c, 3 tor 25c

6c spool cotton

5c, 6 tor 26c

A ll 10c notions, pins, needles,
buttons, braids, etc.,

6c

Broken lots of Summer Dress
Goods, Scrims, Voiles, etc., at twothirds value
Crepe de Chene and Georgette
Crepe Silks, $2 values only $1.39
Ladies1white Machosett Gloves
$1 and $1.26 quality

76c

50c Gloves

25c

Laces, Ham burgs, trimmings, V el
vet Ribbons at half-price

Come to the

™

J. G. DONOVAN

-------S A V E --------

L

DYER BROOK

N. B. spent Christmas with their moth- Mr. Edward Henderson, aged 72 years,
er, Mrs. Emery Golding.
5 months and 11 days.
Roy Drake and Elbridge Elliott who
The deceased was born in Littleton,
have been home on short furloughs re June 29th, 1846, whore he lived until
turned to Camp Devens on Saturday. he was 23 years of age when he re
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Hall went to moved to East Hodgdon and purchased
Houlton on Tuesday to remain some the farm on which he has lived 49
time to receive treatment from a phy years. In 1872 he was united in mar
sician.
riage to Miss Isabel Floyd who sur
conven ience.
The
next meeting of Littleton vives him. Air. and Mrs. Henderson
Geo. Welton and family of Hodgdon
Grange will be on Saturday, Jan. 4th were the parents of nine children, were guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
LINNEUS
;
the officers will be installed at this seven of whom are living, two daugh Townsend Xmas., t.lso Mr, and Mrs.
Mr. and.Mrs. Harold Russell spent i
meeting.
ters, Lucy and Isabel, wife of Elias Roland Estabrook and Mrs. Addie
Sunday in
Haynesville.
1
Mrs. Fred Ewings and daughter Eagers having passed away; three Randall of Oakfield.
Mrs. Lizzie Stoddard has been on |
returned from Madison on Friday af daughters, Mrs. Clarence O. Lihhv,
ter spending the holidays with her Mrs. Frank Lowrey of Houlton, .Mrs.
tht' sick list for tin past week.
j
Rev. E d g a r E, S m ith
Mrs.
Rue?
Bennett
of
Houlton
spent
mother, Mrs. Fowler.
Robprt Stevenson of Ludlow, and four
The Rev. Edgar E. Smith who has
Miss Lillian Watson, eldest daugh sons, Emery, Robert and George of been ill with influenza and pneumonia Christmas week with Mrs. [ssae Saw- I
ter of Mr. and Mrs. James Watson Hodgdon, and Lewis of Waltham, setting in, passed away Thursday yer and family.
and Howard Graham of Maxwell, York Mass., survive their father, also two night, Dm*. 26th. He with his wife
Miss Jennie Hutchinson wa - oblig- i
Co. N. B. were united in marriage on brothers. William and Nathaniel of came to this town from Lawrence, ed to enter Madigan Hospital in Houl-:
Dec. 23rd, at Woodstock, N. B. Con Littleton and four grand children.
Mass., a little over a year ago, and ton for treatment.
gratulations are extended to the hap
Mrs. H. E. Kimball returned Friday
Mr. Henderson’s death was very un was pastor of the Free Baptist Church.
py couple.
expected, a few days before, he had The deceased was 45 years old. He from a week's visit with relatives in
Much sympathy is felt for Mr. and suffered from at attack of indigestion and his wife made many staunch Washburn and Caribou.
Mrs. James Hulburt in the death of but was able to be around the house, friends while here and will he greatly
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Faud
their 4 months old daughter, Clara on the evening of Dec. 10th he read missed by the members of his church. Eastman was buried in the larnily
The little one always had a weak the paper and talked with his family His son, Clarence of Andover, Mass., lot at Linneus Cometary last week.
heart, and passed away very suddenly as usual. Soon after retiring to bed
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Hutchinson of
accompanied his mother to Salem,
on Christmas Eve. Funeral services he was taken suddenly ill and passed Mass., Saturday where the remains Houlton attended the funeral of Mrs.
were held at the home on Thursday away in a very few minutes.
will he laid to rest in the family lot. Jane Hutchinson here on Thursday.
P. M. conducted by Rev. A. E. Brad
There is no school in the Red
Mr. Henderson was brought up in The wife and son have the sympathy
ford of Monticello.
a Christian home and although he nev of the community in this their hour of School house this week, as the teacher.
A t the Xmas, roll call, Miss Edith er made a public profession of religion bereavemeat.
Miss Carrie Sawyer, is on the sick
Hall, local ch. assisted by Ada Ross, he was always interested in the wel
list.
------ S A V E ------Gladys Briggs and Mabel Titcomb, se fare of the church, serving on differ
Mr. and Mrs. Jewett Adams spent
cured «1 Red Cross members, 12 pins ent committees and helping in finan
Christmas in Washburn with Mrs.
The B school opened Monday after j! Adams parents, Mr. and Mrs. ( ’. W.
aad service flags were left with Miss cial matters. He was a kind husband
j! Bishop.
Hall so that others who wish may join and father and was respected by all a vacation of two weeks.
Mrs. Mary Rideout of Houlton, is ;; Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bither and Fred
the Littleton branch. There was so who knew him.
much sickness in town that a thorough
He will be greatly missed hv his visiting her sister. Mrs. George Car Jr. of Houlton spent Christmas day
canvass could not be made.
family and the community in which penter.
with relatives here, making the trip
Mrs George Adams of Linneus was by auto.
Rev. Eugene Trafton of Dexter, he lived, “ The memory of the Just is
the week-end guest of Mr and Mrs.
preached two excellent sermons in the Blessed.”
Mr and Mrs. H. J. Ruth received a
Earl Adams.
P. B. Church on Sunday. It is under
-------S A V E -------le* .' from their son Wilfred, saying
Rev. J. L. Wilson, of Houlton, held he .vas sick in hospital in France.
stood that Mr. Trafton comes as a can
services in the “ B” school house on Wilfred hr- a host of friends in Hodg
didate for the pastorate of this church,
Mr. Herbert London has recently
Sunday morning.
if satisfactory arrangements can be
don and Linneus who hope for his
purchased a new piano.
Misses Frances and Mary Gardiner safe arrival hom ' soon.
made. Mr. Trafton is a musician and
Mr. Frank Skofield of Houlton spent
were the guests of relatives in Island
an able speaker, Littleton F. B.
The remain^ of Mrs. Frank Hamil
Sunday with relatives here.
Falls on Christmas.
Church will be fortunate if they can
ton who died i . Houlton last week,
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Green entertain
Miss Doris Crawford of Houlton. has w e r e brought here for burial cm Sat
.secure his services.
ed at dinner Xmas, several relatives.
been visiting her grandparents. Mr. urday afternoon.
There were 22 present at the re
She leaves a hus
Mr. J. C. Perrigo is visiting relatives
and Mrs. Michael Rugan.
union of the Bubar— Titcomb and
band. several children and an infant
in Medford, Mass., prior to his going
Mr. Alexander Paul, of South Tilley. baby and a brother, Norman Rideout
Crosby families held at the Grange
to N. Y.
N. B. was the guest of his sister, Mrs of this place.
H all on Christmas. The day was spent
Mr. Manford Betts of the U. S. ser
in singing popular songs and playing
Mrs. Jain1 Hutchinson died o f
vice was at home last week on a short i d'
^ ugan’ ono day JdSt
of pnuemonia on Tuesday, December 24.
games. After the Xmas dinner pre
furlough.
' Mr an<l Mrs
Ha,'ris
i Monticello, spent a few days last week at her home, at the a g e of 93 years
sents were distributed to all present
Mr. R. L. Perrigo has recently mov
with Mrs. Harris’ parents, Mr. and and 10 months. She leaves one daugh
from a beautifully trimmed Christ
ed into the store formerly occupied by !
Mrs. Anthony McLean
mas tree. Ice cream and cake were
ter, Miss Jennie1, and a grand-daugh- ;
W . B. Stewart.
I
Miss Lillian Crawford has resumed ter, Mrs. Steve Lake.
served at tea time. The out of town
Funeral ser- j
Mr. and Mrs. James Taylor enter- f
her work at the Houlton Business Col- vices w e r e held in Linneus Corner i
guests were Mr. and Mrs. James Gartained at dinner Xmas, a large party
tley of Houlton and the Misses Ada
lege, after a short vacation spent at chur,.h on Thursday afternoon Rev.
of their relatives.
and Florence Brown of Presque Isle.
Mrs. Carver officiating.

A very pretty and quiet wedding
was aolomlzed at Woodstock, N. B.
when Miss Lillian Anna Watson, eld
est daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James A.
W atson of Littleton, and Mr. Howard
Henry. Graham of Maxwell, York Co.,
N. B. were united In marriage, on Dec.
33, by Rev. Mr, Baird, of Woodstock.
The bride wore a charming travel
ing suit of dark blue serge, and hat to
match. The groom also was dressed
In blue serge, after returning from
their honeymoon the home of the
bride was the scene of a very pretty
reception. The bride was beautifully
gowned in cream chiffon over lemon
satin and her bridal veil was caught up
with for-get-me-nots, and she carried
carnations. Mrs. Graham is a charm
ing young lady and Is liked by all who
know her, she is a member of the F.
B. Church and also Littleton Grange.
Mr. Grahanr Is a young man of splen
did qualities. Both Mr. and Mrs. G ra
ham are very highly respected young
people and their many friends and
neighbors join in wishing them a very
long and happy wedded life.

I

are eagerly awaiting his return home.
Mr. J. B. Shields of Linneus was a

Watch this space each
while every week in 1919.

week

B*
D.
W E S T F I E L D , MAINE

Big Garment Department
I am cutting prices on

Coats, Dresses, Skirts, Suits
W aists

for special-drive prices. Something worth

This is flour feed and grain week Compare the prices
William Tell Flour
Burk’s Bread Flour
Wheat Middlings
Schumacher
Western ats
Whole Corn

$12.wb per barrel
12.75
2.45 cwt.
2.85 cwt.
97c per bushel
$3.25 per hundred

These are cash prices to consumers for one week
dealers.

only.

Norn*

sold

to

A ll bills contracted at 66 Main St.
must be paid this week at the

GARMENT DEPARTMENT
Cor. Main an Mechanic Sts.

We also have scratching grains laying mash and dairy rations.
We sell almost everything less.

J. £ . T a r b e l l & S o n s
Smyrna Mills, Maine

L. L. McLEOD
«■£

